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AbstratThis thesis is a study of several aspets of nonommutative geometry arising inthe ontext of string theory and �eld theories. The �rst hapter ontains a briefintrodution to nonommutative geometry, surveying relevant topis in string theoryand exploring the onnetions between nonommutative geometry and string theory.Four di�erent topis are then studied in depth: the nonommutative model of theD1-D3 brane intersetion in a bakground magneti �eld, interseting solitons andtheir utuations in nonommutative salar �eld theory, gravity duals of nonloal�eld theories, and the M(atrix) model for the nonommutative deformation of the(2,0) theory on the �ve-brane.
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Chapter 1
Introdution
In this introdutory hapter, we review basi onepts from several reent topis instring theory entral to the material in this thesis. These topis are: nonommutativegeometry, nonabelian oordinates of D-branes, Matrix models, and nonommutativegeometry in string theory. The subjet is vast, and we treat all topis in the mostursory fashion. The main purpose of this hapter is to show how nonommutativegeometry arises from string theory, and how its many di�erent manifestations areonneted.The last setion of this hapter ontains an outline of the rest of the thesis.For larity of nomenlature, the word nonommutative will always refer to a prop-erty of spaetime oordinates, while the word nonabelian will refer to a property ofgauge groups. Hene, a nonommutative gauge theory is a gauge theory de�ned ona nonommutative spae, and a nonabelian gauge theory is a gauge theory with anonabelian gauge group. The two properties being independent, one an speak ofnonabelian ommutative gauge theories, abelian nonommutative gauge theories andnonabelian nonommutative gauge theories.
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1.1 What is nonommutative geometry?Nonommutative geometry in simplest terms is the idea that spae oordinates (say,x and y) do not have to ommute with eah other, i.e., that xy � yx = [x; y℄ 6= 0.Sine ommutation relations are used in quantum mehanis to express unertainty,nonommuting oordinates were proposed to quantize spae at small distanes. Untilreently, suh proposals were not taken very seriously, sine they require an a prioriviolation of loality and Lorentz invariane. The idea of nonommutative geometrywas �rst put on a solid mathematial footing by Alain Connes [33℄ in 1980, whereit was applied to nonommutative tori. In 1997 nonommutative gauge theorieswere realized as limits of M-theory and string theory [34, 44℄, raising an interestin nonommutative theories of all kinds. Sine then, nonommutative geometry hasbeen shown to appear in string theory in several di�erent guises. It provides a testingground for the onsequenes of nonloality in a setting simpler than that of a fullblown string theory. Using nonommutative theories as an e�etive desription ofertain string senarios has led to new insights into the physis of these senarios.Outside of string theory, nonommutative deformations of well known theories (suhas the Yang-Mills theory) provide an insight into these theories by introduing anextra parameter in whih to do perturbation theory. Sometimes (as, for example, inhapter 5 of this thesis), introduing nonommutativity resolves ertain singularities,or regulates the theory under study.Nonommuting oordinates have been introdued in theoretial ondensed matterphysis, as a formalism to desribe the physis of the Quantum Hall E�et (QHE)at the �rst Landau level [57℄. Sine this is a simple example of nonommutativity,arising in a physially signi�ant situation, we will start with a review of this set-up(see, for example, [56℄). 2



The QHE is a phenomenon exhibited by a two-dimensional eletron gas in a stronguniform magneti �eld normal to the plane of the system, haraterized by a nearlyvanishing dissipation and by quantization of the Hall ondutane in units of e2=h(for more details, see [56℄). The Hamiltonian for this system, in symmetri gaugeA = �12r � B = (�By=2; Bx=2) (1.1)is HQHE = 12me �p+ eA�2 = 12mep2 + e2meBL+ e2B28me2 (x2 + y2) ; (1.2)where L = xpy � ypx is the angular momentum. The spetrum of this Hamiltonianontains highly degenerate Landau levels with energy (n+ 12)~!, where ! = eB=meis the ylotron frequeny. At the lowest Landau level, 12~!, the solutions are pa-rameterized by a nonnegative integer m, orresponding to the angular momentum:L � �m = �~m�m (the awkward minus sign is neessary to onform to high-energyonventions about whih funtions are onsidered holomorphi and whih are on-sidered antiholomorphi), and an be expliitly written in terms of z � (x + iy)=las �m = 1p2�l22mm! �zme� 14 jzj2 ; (1.3)where l �r ~eB : (1.4)Sine any nonnegative m is allowed, this implies that any wavefuntion of the formf(�z)e� 14 jzj2 (1.5)(for f(�z) an antiholomorphi funtion of z) is a solution to Hamilton's equation with3



energy 12~!. Hene, the subspae of the lowest Landau level (LLL) is equivalentto the Hilbert spae of antiholomorphi funtions, on whih we an de�ne an innerprodut hg; fi � Z dxdy2� g�fe� 12 jzj2 : (1.6)Under this equivalene�(z) = f(�z)e� 14 jzj2 2 LLL $ f(�z) ; (1.7)the ation of ẑy on any � 2 LLL orresponds to multipliation by �z of f(�z),ẑy � � $ �zf(�z) : (1.8)The adjoint of this operator, though, when restrited to LLL, is not the multipliationby z, but orresponds to the ation of 2�=��z on f(�z), as an be seen fromh�zg; fi = hg; zfi = Z dxdy2� g�f ��2 ���z� e� 12 jzj2= Z dxdy2� g��2 ���z f� e� 12 jzj2 = hg; 2 ���z fi ; (1.9)valid for all g. Thus, ẑ � � $ 2�=��zf(�z) : (1.10)We obtain the following ommutation relationship, valid when the physis is restritedto the LLL: [ẑ; ẑy℄ = 2 : (1.11)
4



Realling that z = (x + iy)=l and de�ning � � l2 we obtain[x̂; ŷ℄ = i� = i ~eB : (1.12)This equation aptures the essene of nonommutative geometry. By restriting ourattention to the lowest Landau level, we have reated a one-partile quantum me-hanial system in whih the oordinates do not ommute with eah other.Before we talk any further about the properties of this system, let us generalize toan arbitrary number of nonommutative diretions d. The equation above generalizesto [x̂i; x̂j℄ = i�ij (1.13)where i; j run from 1 to d and � is a d� d antisymmetri matrix. For simpliity, wewill assume here that � has full rank, whih means maximal nonommutativity. Thisneessarily implies that d is even.In order to study this further, we de�ne an algebra of all omplex linear om-binations of produts of the variables x̂i, denoted by Rd� . Sine di�erent x̂is do notommute, this is a nonommutative algebra. We will now briey review the propertiesof this algebra, and the assoiated geometry, roughly following [47℄.In order to talk about the physis in this set-up, we will need onepts of deriva-tives and integrals. A simple set of derivatives an be de�ned by the relations�ix̂j = Æji (1.14)[�i; �j℄ = 0 : (1.15)These relations allow us to alulate the derivative of any element of Rd� , using�i(f̂ ĝ) = �i(f̂)ĝ + f̂�i(ĝ) for any f̂ ; ĝ 2 Rd� . The integral is �xed (up to a nor-5



malization), by the requirement that R �f̂ = 0. To see this, onsider the momentumbasis for Rd� , whih is de�ned as the set of eigenfuntions of the derivative operators�ieikx̂ = ikieikx̂ : (1.16)In this basis, the integral is simply de�ned asZ eikx̂ = Æ(k) : (1.17)This abstrat de�nition of Rd� seems to have little to do with geometry. We wouldlike to be able to think of Rd� as a deformation of Rd . In order to make a onnetionbetween these two objets, we de�ne a linear map from Rd� to funtions on Rd :S : f̂ ! f(xi) ; (1.18)suh that S[f̂ ĝ℄ = S[f̂ ℄ ? S[ĝ℄ ; (1.19)where ? is some deformed law of multipliation for funtions on Rd , di�erent fromthe usual pointwise multipliation.The inversion of S poses an ordering ambiguity. What should S�1(x1x2) be? Itould be x̂1x̂2, or x̂2x̂1, or maybe 12(x̂1x̂2 + x̂2x̂1). The most ommon hoie for S�1is the Weyl ordering, de�ned byf̂(x̂) = S�1[f ℄ = 1(2�)d Z ddk eikx̂f(k) ; (1.20)f(k) = S[f̂ ℄(k) = Z e�ikx̂f̂(x̂) : (1.21)From this de�nition, we an ompute the star-produt, ?. For the basis elements in6



momentum spae, we easily get thateikx ? eik0x = e� i2 �ijkik0j ei(k+k0)x (1.22)using the CBH formula. From this, we an ompute the star-produt in positionspae f(x) = 1(2�)d Z ddk f(k)eikxg(x) = 1(2�)d Z ddk0 g(k0)eik0x(f ? g)(x) = 1(2�)d Z ddk 1(2�)d Z ddk0 f(k)g(k0)eikx ? eik0x= 1(2�)d Z ddk f(k)eikx 1(2�)d Z ddk0 g(k0)eik0x0 e� i2 �kk0���x=x0= exp� i2�ij�xi�x0j� f(x)g(x0)���x=x0 :This is known as the Moyal star-produt:(f ? g)(x) = exp � i2�ij�xi�x0j� f(x)g(x0)���x=x0 (1.23)We now have two di�erent ways to think about nonommutative geometry. We aneither think in terms of a nonommutative algebra of operators x̂i, or in terms offuntions of ommutative variables xi whose multipliation is de�ned to be the star-produt, ?.The nonommutative algebra piture beomes more lear when we interpret theelements of the algebra as ating on a Hilbert spae of the harmoni osillator (HO).Restriting the disussion to two dimensions, d = 2, and with positive � de�ned by
7



[x̂1; x̂2℄ = i�, we an de�ne raising and lowering operatorsa � (x̂1 + ix̂2)=p2� (1.24)ay � (x̂1 � ix̂2)=p2� (1.25)with standard ommutation relations[a; ay℄ = 1 : (1.26)Thus, any produt of x̂is beomes a Fok spae operator ating on the Hilbert spaeof a HO. The integral over all Rd� beomes the trae over the Hilbert spae:Z f̂ = (2��) TrHO ; (1.27)where the normalization an be heked using the de�nition (1.17).The Fok spae formalism an be extended to an arbitrary even number of dimen-sions d as follows. By applying a linear transformation to the oordinates x̂i, we anbring the antisymmetri matrix �ij into anonial form. The new oordinates are thenpairwise nonommutative, and the problem breaks into d=2 independent HOs. Thus,the nonommutative algebra an be interpreted as the Fok spae of d=2 independentHOs.We have treated the at non-ompat nonommutative spae in some detail. Non-ommutative algebras an also be onstruted for other geometries. Let us brieyexamine two of the more important ones - the nonommutative torus and the non-ommutative sphere.
8



The nonommutative 2-torus is de�ned using two matries U and V suh thatUV = ��1V U ; (1.28)for � = e2�i=N . If U = eix̂ and V = eiŷ with [x̂; ŷ℄ = i�, then we would have � = 2�=N .However, we don't have to de�ne U and V in terms of x̂ and ŷ; instead, we de�nethem in terms of equations (1.28). The advantage to this is that relation (1.28) anbe realized in a �nite representation, as the 't Hooft lok-and-shift N�N matries
U = 0BBBBBBBBBB�

1 � �2 . . . �N�1
1CCCCCCCCCCA (1.29)

V = 0BBBBBBBBBB�
1 1 . . . 11

1CCCCCCCCCCAWe then interpret this as a 2-torus (x; y) � (x + 2�; y) � (x; y + 2�), by identifyingU with eix and V with eiy. This an easily be extended to d dimensions by takingUiUj = e�i�ijUjUi. In order to replae any funtion on the d-torus with an elementin the nonommutative algebra, we write the funtion as a Fourier sum and replae
9



eixi with Ui: f(x1; : : : ; xd) = Xni;i=1;:::;d nein�x ! Xni;i=1;:::;d nYj Unjj : (1.30)The nonommutative torus was the �rst extensively studied nonommutative system[33, 34, 44℄. It is entral to the onstrution of the M-theory membrane in Matrixtheory, as will be explained in setion 1.3.Another nonommutative algebra with a lassial geometri interpretation and a�nite matrix representation is the nonommutative sphere S2�. Consider the algebragenerated by 3 N�N matries xi for i = 1; 2; 3, with the ommutation relationship[xi; xj℄ = i2RN �ijkxk : (1.31)This is a (resaled) N-dimensional representation of the SU(2) algebra. The lassialinterpretation for large N is that of a sphere with radius R + O(1=N2),(x1)2 + (x2)2 + (x3)2 = R2 �1� 1N2� Id : (1.32)This onstrution is also used in the Matrix model of M-theory, to onstrut ompatmembranes. We will have more to say about the nonommutative sphere in hapter2.1.1.1 Nonommutative gauge �eld theoriesIn this subsetion, we will briey introdue the basi onepts in nonommutativegauge �eld theories. For more details, see [47, 79, 80℄.As always, the starting point is a gauge �eld A, whih here takes values in the10



nonommutative algebra. We de�ne the assoiated �eld strength to beFij � �iAj � �jAi + i[Ai; Aj℄ : (1.33)The important thing to keep in mind is that the ommutator does not vanish evenfor an abelian theory, sine A is an element of a nonommutative algebra.A transforms under gauge transformations with an in�nitesimal parameter � asÆ�Ai = �i�+ i[Ai; �℄ ; (1.34)whih implies that the �eld strength transforms asÆ�Fij = i[Fij ; �℄ ; (1.35)and thus we have a gauge invariant ationS = � 14g2 Z F 2 : (1.36)The interesting thing is that the gauge symmetry group of this theory is muh largerthat in the ommutative ase. For example, it inludes spaetime translations. Let� = ui(��1)ijxj. Then Æ�Ai = uj�jAi + uj(��1)ji : (1.37)Ignoring the physially irrelevant onstant shift in A, this is nothing but a translationby ui. In fat, the gauge symmetry group ontains all spaetime di�eomorphisms.Taking the uni�ation of spaetime symmetries and gauge symmetries further,
11



notie that we an replae the ovariant derivatives Di = �i + iAi with an operatorCi � (�i��1)ijxj + iAi (1.38)so that Di ! [Ci; �℄ : (1.39)Then, the �eld strength is justFij ! i[Ci; Cj℄� (��1)ij ; (1.40)and the Yang-Mills ation beomes the `Matrix model' ationS = Tr �[Ci; Cj℄� (��1)ij�2 : (1.41)This ation for matrix variables Ci arises in many di�erent ontexts. How is thed-dimensional (and nonommutative) spae to emerge bak from this ation? Theanswer lies in the (��1)ij-term. This term limits the on�gurations under onsid-eration to those with Tr([Ci; Cj℄) = (��1)ij. We an think of eah � as de�ning atopologially di�erent setor of the matrix model. Fixing this topologial invariane�xes both the dimensionality of the nonommutative spae and the nonommutativ-ity parameter �. We will see that a nontrivial trae for the elements of the matrixalgebra under onsideration is a ommon theme in the ways in whih nonommutativegeometry arises in string theory and in matrix models.Having introdued the basi onepts in nonommutative geometry, we an now pro-eed to explore how it arises naturally in the string theoreti setting.12



1.2 Nonabelian branesIn its perturbative formulation, losed string theory is a two dimensional sigma model,the target spae of whih is identi�ed with spaetime. The various �elds living inspaetime, suh as the metri and the di�erent gauge �elds, form the parametersof the sigma model. Their equations of motion are determined by requiring that thesigma model be onformally invariant on worldsheets of any genus (higher genii orre-sponding to string loop orretions). Thus, the equations of motion for all bakground�elds are omputed by setting the beta funtions of the orresponding ouplings tozero.The introdution of open strings is equivalent to introduing a boundary in thesigma model worldsheet. Di�erent boundary onditions orrespond to objets in thetarget spae-time. These objets an roughly be alled the `branes' in the theory.A brane is nothing more than that part of the bakground whih determines theboundary onditions for the propagation of an open string. Again, the boundaryonditions must be suh as to de�ne a `good' boundary onformal �eld theory (BCFT)on the worldsheet. What onstitutes a `good' BCFT is still an open problem (see [51℄for a review and a list of further referenes).The most studied and best understood branes in string theory are the Dp-branes(for an introdution, see for example [92, 93, 96, 95, 111℄). A Dp-brane is a (p+1)-dimensional surfae in the target spaetime on whih open strings an end. Theirimportane was �rst appreiated when Polhinski pointed out [94℄ that they orre-spond to ertain solitoni solutions in supergravity and are harged under the RRform-�elds. Thus, the D-branes are nonperturbative objets in string theory, thestudy of whih opened a window into previously inaessible regimes.A single Dp-brane in (D+1) dimensions is desribed by its position and a world-13



volume U(1) gauge �eld A of dimension (p+1). Beause of di�eomorphism invariane,the position an be desribed by (D-p) salar �elds �, orresponding to transversedisplaements from some �xed on�guration. Together, there are (D+1) bosoni de-grees of freedom, orresponding to the (D+1) massless bosoni string modes for anopen string with its ends on the Dp-brane. In addition, for a superstring, there areappropriate fermioni �elds, whih we will ignore. The ation for the bakground�elds A and � an be determined as desribed above, by requiring onformal invari-ane of the BCFT. In a purely bosoni theory, the answer is the Born-Infeld ation[82℄, SBI = �Tp Z dp+1� e��p�det (P [G+B℄ + 2��0F ) ; (1.42)where Tp is the brane tension, P [G + B℄ denotes the pullbak of the bakgroundmetri and the NSNS two-form �eld to the worldvolume of the brane, � is the dilatonand F = dA is the �eld strength orresponding to the gauge potential A. For a atbakground metri G = �, with B = 0 and � = onst, a at Dp-brane loalizedat X i = 0 for i = p + 1; : : : ; D + 1 in stati gauge X i = �i for i = 0; : : : ; p, withsmall transverse displaements �, and a weak gauge �eld A, the Born-Infeld ationsimpli�es to the U(1) Yang-Mills ation (plus a onstant orresponding to the energydensity of the Dp-brane, whih we will ignore):S = � 14g2YM Z dd+1� �F 2 + 2(2��0)2 (�X)2�+ fermions : (1.43)The salars � transform in the adjoint of the U(1) (i.e. trivially).Consider now N at oinident Dp-branes in this same setting. As was �rstpointed out by Witten [119℄, there are now N2 massless open string modes, sine eahstring has two ends that an be attahed to either one of the N branes. It turnsout that the massless �elds arrange themselves preisely in the right way to �ll out14



the gauge �eld omponents and the adjoint salars of a U(N) YM theory. The lowenergy desription of N at oinident Dp-branes in a trivial bakground is thus theU(N) gauge theory with (D-p) salars orresponding to the transverse displaements.The nonabelian generalization of the Born-Infeld ation, whih would desribe Noinident Dp-branes in arbitrary (but slow-varying) bakgrounds to all orders in �0is not fully known. There are proposals for this ation, see [88, 115℄ and referenestherein for more details. We will talk more about the nonabelian Born-Infeld ationand its solutions in hapter 2.It is somewhat strange that the transverse displaements of the D-branes are nowdesribed by N � N hermitian matries. How do we interpret these in terms oflassial positions?The answers omes when we analyze the YM ation. It ontains a potential termproportional to � Tr [�i;�j℄[�i;�j℄ : (1.44)This term is minimized when the matries �i all ommute with eah other. In thatase, they an be simultaneously diagonalized, and their eigenvalues orrespond tothe lassial positions of the N D-branes. The residual SN permutation symmetryorresponds to permuting the (idential) branes.The question then arises: What if the matrix oordinates of the D-branes annotbe simultaneously diagonalized? In this ase, there is no lassial interpretation of theoordinates and the geometry arising in suh a set up is intrinsially nonommutative.We will see shortly how essentially all known instanes of nonommutative geometryin string theory arise preisely from this matrix nature of D-brane geometry.The simplest, and at the same time most generi, ase of nonommutative geom-etry in string theory arises from a further analysis of (1.44) (see [103℄ for a review15



and referenes therein for further details). For a stati on�guration, the equationsof motion for �s are simply [�i; [�i;�j℄℄ = 0 ; (1.45)and their solutions are [�i;�j℄ = �ij IdN�N : (1.46)This is preisely the ommutation relationship for the generating oordinates in non-ommutative geometry (1.13)! There is just one problem - the equation above anonly be satis�ed with N in�nite. Let us for a moment aept the possibility of anin�nite number of Dp-branes. If the rank of � is r, we an then interpret (1.46)as a on�guration in whih r of the transverse diretions have `expanded' to forma D(p+r)-brane with r nonommutative diretions. It an then be shown (see, forexample, [103℄), that the e�etive ation for this objet is the YM ation in (p+r)dimensions, r of whih are nonommutative. We will return to this point later, whendisussing matrix models.The above simple example shows that it is possible to build higher dimensionalD-branes out of lower dimensional ones (we will see more examples of that, inludingases involving a �nite number of D-branes, in Chapter 2). Is it also possible to obtainlower dimensional branes from higher dimensional ones? The answer is yes. In fat,it is yes in more than one way. Here, we will disuss how dissolved lower dimensionalbranes an be thought of as being equivalent to worldvolume gauge �elds in a higherdimensional brane. In hapter 3, we will talk about another way of obtaining lowerdimensional branes from higher dimensional ones, as solitons in the string tahyon�eld.The Born-Infeld ation for a single D-brane is only half the story. As was men-tioned above, a Dp-brane is also a soure for the orresponding RR form-�eld. For16



example, a D2-brane in type IIA string theory is a soure for the three-form �eldA(3). But that is not its only oupling to the RR setor �elds. The total oupling of asingle Dp-brane to the RR �elds an be ompatly written as a Chern-Simon ationterm SCS = �p Z d(p+1)�  P "Xk A(k)#! ^ e2��0(F+B) : (1.47)The way to read this formula is to expand the exponential and retain all RR �eldsA(k) whih lead to the orret total dimension of the form under the integral. Forexample, for a at D2-brane in at bakground and B = 0, we haveSp=2;B=0CS = �2 Z d(3)� �A(3) + 2��0A(1) ^ F � : (1.48)So, in this ase, if R F 6= 0, the D2-brane arries a D0-brane harge, sine it atsas a soure for A(1). This observation was �rst made by Witten [120℄, for Dp-branesarrying D(p-4)-brane harge due to a non vanishing instanton number R F^F . It wasthen extended to all dimensions by Douglas [43℄. While the argument for the Chern-Simon ation above an be made from string theory using anomaly anellation,simpler arguments an be given from T-duality (see [111℄ for a review and furtherreferenes).The important point is that lower dimensional branes an be thought of as arisingfrom nontrivial gauge �eld on�gurations on higher dimensional branes. We an thinkof the worldvolume gauge �eld as orresponding to a dissolved density of some lowerdimensional D-branes.The nonabelian version of the Chern-Simon ation [88℄ eluidates further the dualpiture of higher dimensional branes arising from lower dimensional ones. This ationis SCS = �p Z STr �P he2�i�0i�i�(�A(n)e2��0B)i e2��0F� ; (1.49)17



where i� is an interior produt by �i, for example i�i�A(2) = 12A(2)ij [�i;�j℄. Sineeah i� `eats' an index, it redues the dimension of the form and allows a oupling tohigher dimensional RR �elds. As an example, D0-branes ouple to A(3)�p Z STr�P �12A(3)ijk(2��0)[�i;�j℄�� : (1.50)For onreteness, let [�1;�2℄ = �. Then, we an think of having one D0-brane perell with an area � (up to some numerial onstants) and hene ��1 as the densityof D0-branes forming a D2-brane. This density of D0-branes should orrespond to agauge �eld on the resulting D2-brane equal to F = ��1 and it does - see hapter 2for the details. The point to take away is this: bound states of D-branes of di�erentdimensions an be desribed from two di�erent points of view, that of the higherdimensional branes and that of the lower dimensional branes. When desribed interms of the higher dimensional branes, the lower dimensional ones arise as nontrivialgauge �eld on�gurations. When desribed in terms of the lower dimensional branes,the higher dimensional ones arise as nontrivial ommutator terms for transverse o-ordinates.The disussion above was meant to onvey the general ideas only. The detailsare a little more ompliated. When disussing the non ompat ase, are has tobe taken to deal properly with the fat that we need an in�nite number of D-branesand that all worldvolume integrals are over a non ompat spae. This diÆulty anbe avoided if a ompat spae is used (for example, a torus) on whih the branes arewrapped. By treating the situation on a torus, in�nite matries an be obtained evenfrom a �nite number of D-branes (see [111℄ for a review and further referenes). Sinethis set-up will not arise in the rest of this thesis, we will not talk about it here.We started this setion by de�ning a brane to be any onsistent boundary ondi-18



tion for open strings. Studying these in all generality is very hard, and we quiklyspeialized to the restrited lass of D-brane boundary onditions, de�ned as a re-strition to some hyperplane in the target spaetime. Yet, from the above disussion,it is quite lear that to say that a `D-brane is a surfae on whih strings an end' ismisleading. Nonabelian brane on�gurations an lead to physially ompliated sys-tems with little or no geometrial interpretation, and hene to boundary onditionswe would originally not reognize as D-branes. Studying nonommutative geometryas it arises in nonabelian brane on�gurations is a way of understanding the physisbehind at least some of the on�gurations with no lassial interpretation in geometry,leading perhaps to some understanding of all branes.The fat that D-branes of one dimension an be onstruted out of D-branes ofanother dimension points perhaps to the existene of some `stu�' out of whih all D-branes are `made'. This `stu�' would be a good andidate for the degrees of freedomin a nonperturbative formulation of string theory. The Matrix model of M-theory,whih is our next subjet, suggests that this `stu�' is simply D0-branes.1.3 M(atrix) modelsIn this setion, we will briey review some key ideas of the Matrix model. For moredetails, see the reviews [13, 14, 111, 114℄.The Matrix model for M-theory was proposed in 1997 by Banks, Fishler, Shenkerand Susskind (BFSS) [15℄. They were motivated by the work on D0-branes and bystring dualities. When M-theory is ompati�ed on a small spae-like irle, theresulting theory is the type IIA string theory, and the quanta orresponding to mo-mentum in the ompat diretion are the D0-branes. In a frame of referene with avery large momentum around the ompat diretion, the dynamis of 11-dimensional19



M-theory beomes essentially non relativisti. In the dual IIA string theory, thisdynamis is desribed by the large N limit of a non relativisti system of D0-branes.The BFSS onjeture was later extended to inlude �nite N [110, 102℄, in a set-upwhere M-theory is ompati�ed on a light-like irle.As was desribed in the previous setion, the dynamis of N D0-branes is the SYMtheory in (1 + 0) dimensions. The Lagrangian an be obtained from 10-dimensionalSYM by dimensional redution and is equal to [114℄L = 12gls Tr � _Xa _Xa + 12[Xa; Xb℄2 + fermions � (1.51)in �xed gauge A0 = 0. The Xas are the 9 N � N matrixes desribing the positionsof the D0-branes.This Lagrangian was obtained muh before BFSS, in the ontext of quantizing thesupermembrane (see [114℄ for details and itations to original work). The idea therewas to regularize the quantum theory of a two-dimensional membrane by approxi-mating its lassial geometry with a set of matries, in a fashion similar to that usedto obtain the nonommutative versions of the torus and the sphere in setion 1.1.The matrix model for the membrane was thought to be ill behaved, sine it ontaineda ontinuous spetrum due to instabilities assoiated with the membrane developinglong, thin spikes. The BFSS model reinterpreted the theory as being the seond quan-tized theory of the membrane, and not, as was originally assumed, the �rst quantizedtheory. This naturally explained the existene of the ontinuous spetrum.How an the quantum mehanial model given by (1.51) ontain a seond quan-tized version of M-theory? The �rst important fat, resting on the supersymmetrinature of the ation, is that the theory ontains a bound state of N D0-branes withzero binding energy. This bound state is interpreted in the 11-dimensional theory as a20



graviton with N units of momentum in the ompat diretion. Thus, a single gravitonmultiplet in 11 dimensions with p10 = N=R is represented by N D0-branes. The or-responding wave funtion is  B(X iN�N), and it has the property that  B(X iN�N)! 0when X iN�N is far from riIN�N , where ri is the transverse position of the graviton.A multi-partile state an be built out of blok-diagonal matries, eah blok of sizeNa orresponding to one graviton with momentum p10 = Na=R. The (approximate)wavefuntion for k partiles is laimed to be [13℄ =  (r1:::rk) exp��12 jra � rbjW yabWab� kO=1  B(X iN�N) (1.52)where ra is the position of ath graviton and Wab is the o�-diagonal blok betweengravitons a and b. This wavefuntion is appropriate as long as all jra � rbj are large,sine then the potential energy term in the ation makes the o�-diagonal bloksWab into high-frequeny harmoni osillators whih an be integrated out to giveGaussian ground states. This is the asymptoti state for k separated gravitons. Whenone or more of jra � rbj beome small, the o�-diagonal degrees of freedom annot beintegrated out, the di�erent bloks interat with eah other and the gravitons satter.In the sattering proess, the bloks an hange size (longitudinal momentum beingexhanged between gravitons), or the number of bloks might hange (reation andannihilation of gravitons). In priniple, the sattering ross setion for any proessan be obtained this way. Notie that the notion of spaetime is only reoveredfrom the well separated asymptoti states and is meaningless when the gravitons areinterating.Thus, in lassial matrix theory the o�-diagonal elements are set to zero and thegravitons do not interat. Upon quantization, the utuations about this on�gura-tion inlude the set of o�-diagonal osillators Wab. These need to be integrated over21



to obtain the e�etive theory for the gravitons' motion. It an be shown that oneloop e�ets reprodue the 1=r7 Newtonian interations of 11-dimensional supergrav-ity. Higher order loops reprodue general-relativisti orretions.M-theory has two kinds of extended objets - the two-dimensional membraneand the �ve-dimensional membrane (the �ve-brane). The two-dimensional membranean easily be onstruted in matrix theory, using the tehniques desribed towardsthe end of setion 1.1. We have disussed there the toroidal and spherial ase,but this analysis an be extended to any Riemann surfae. As was the ase withthe nonommutative plane, the nonommutative deformation of any surfae an beobtained by studying the lowest Landau level of eletrons moving on the surfae in auniform magneti �eld.The �ve-brane is more diÆult to study. When it is wrapped around the ompatdiretion, it orresponds to a D4-brane in type IIA theory. Thus, its Matrix modelis the large N limit of N D0-branes bound to one D4-brane [21℄. When all of the�ve-brane is in the transverse diretions, the problem is more diÆult. In type IIAstring we get an NS5-brane and N D0-branes, whih are desribed by what is alled`a little string theory' [41, 101, 22℄. We will have more to say about this in hapter 5.That a large N limit of matrix quantum mehanis may ontain all the physisof a theory with gravity and extended objets is quite remarkable. That there aredeep onnetions between nonabelian matrix oordinates and nonommutative geom-etry should be plain by now. Nonommutative geometry allows us to study ertainon�gurations arising from matrix mehanis in a simpler setting.
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1.4 Nonommutative geometry in string theoryWe have argued that nonommutative geometry arises naturally in string theory whenwe build higher dimensional objets from lower dimensional ones (for example, whenwe build higher dimensional D-branes out of D0-branes in the Matrix model). Insetion 1.2 we saw that the argument an be reversed, and that the lower dimensionalbranes an be interpreted as worldvolume �elds in the higher dimensional branes. Canthe arisal of nonommutative geometry be understood in this ontext? The answer,as given by Seiberg and Witten in [104℄, is yes. The starting point for their argument,whih we will review briey here, is a Dp-brane in a bakground NSNS �eld Bij. Thematrix B is assumed to have rank r, whih is even. r � p, sine any omponents of Bnormal to the brane an be gauged away, and sine B is assumed to have no time-likeomponents. With this �eld, the worldsheet ation for an open string attahed to theDp-brane is S = 14��0 Z� �axi�axi � i2 Z��Bijxi�kxj ; (1.53)where � denotes the string worldsheet and �� is its boundary. This ation impliesthe following boundary onditions along the Dp-brane�gij�?xj + 2��0Bij�kxj� ����� = 0 ; (1.54)where gij is the bakground metri. With these boundary onditions, the propagatoran be omputed as [49, 26, 1℄hxi(z)xj(z0)i = ��0 " gij log jz � z0j � gij log jz � �z0j (1.55)+ Gij log jz � �z0j2 + 12��0�ij log z � �z0�z � z0 + onst # ;
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where Gij is the `open string metri', given byGij � � 1g + 2��0B�ijS = � 1g + 2��0B g 1g � 2��0B�Gij = gij � (2��0)2 �Bg�1B�ij ; (1.56)and �ij is the nonommutativity parameter,�ij = 2��0� 1g + 2��0B�ijA = �(2��0)2� 1g + 2��0B B 1g � 2��0B� : (1.57)( )A and ( )S denote the antisymmetri and the symmetri part of a matrix, respe-tively. At the open string boundary, z = � and z0 = � 0, for �; � 0 real, the propagatorsimpli�es to hxi(�)xj(�)i = ��0Gij log(� � � 0)2 + i2�ij�(� � � 0); (1.58)setting the onstant in equation (1.56) to a onvenient value. Also, �(�) = sign(�). Itis lear from this expression why Gij is alled the open string metri - it is the e�etivemetri as seen by the open strings in the bakground magneti �eld. To interpret �ij,notie that at equal time, above equation gives the following ommutator[xi(�); xj(�)℄ = i�ij : (1.59)Thus, xis are nonommutative oordinates, just like in equation (1.13). In their paper,Seiberg and Witten further argue that in the �0 ! 0 limit, the e�etive theory forstates on the brane redues to the nonommutative deformation of the usual gaugetheory whih would live in the Dp-brane in zero bakground �eld. All that one hasto do, they argue, to obtain the e�etive theory in the presene of the bakgroundB-�eld, is to replae the losed string metri gij with the open string metri Gij and24



regular multipliation with the nonommutative star-produt ? with parameter � inthe e�etive ation for a Dp-brane in a zero bakground �eld.It is perhaps amusing to see how G and � an be obtained from the nonabelianBorn-Infeld theory. The nonabelian Born-Infeld ation will be given in hapter 2.Here, let us just ite this ation for N D0-branes in a stati on�guration,S = �T0 STr qdet �Æij + 2�i�0[�i;�k℄(G+ 2��0B)kj :� (1.60)Assuming that we are looking for a solution of the form [�i;�j℄ = i�ij, the equationof motion is ÆÆ�pdet (1 � 2��0�(g + 2��0B)) = 0 ; (1.61)whose solution is � = 2��0� 1g + 2��0B�A : (1.62)This is the nonommutativity parameter whih appeared in the Seiberg and Wittentreatment. One more time, we see that the two pitures, one in whih the lowerdimensional objet is treated as fundamental, and one in whih the higher dimensionalobjet is treated as fundamental, are omplimentary and give ompatible answers.1.5 Outline of thesisIn the reminder of this thesis, we will study four di�erent situations in whih non-ommutative geometry plays a role.In hapter 2, the starting point is the nonabelian Born-Infeld ation. We willstudy there the D3-D1 brane intersetion in a nonzero NS-NS bakground two-form�eld B, as desribed from the point of view of the e�etive theory of D1-branes.This analysis follows [35℄, where it was shown that a bundle of D1-branes an expand25



out to a nonabelian `funnel' interpreted as a D3-brane to whih the D1-branes areattahed. We extend this analysis to a nonzero bakground �eld, and show that notonly the orret `tilted bion' geometry is reprodued, but that the resulting D3-branearries the orret worldvolume gauge �eld [77℄. To this end, we make a proposalfor inluding possible worldvolume gauge �elds when mapping a nonommutativegeometrial brane solution onto a orresponding ommutative brane desription.In hapter 3 we study interseting solitons in a nonommutative salar �eld theory[18℄. Solitons in nonommutative salar �eld theory in the large nonommutativitylimit were �rst onstruted in [58℄. Based on the onjeture by Sen [106℄, when thesalar �eld is interpreted as the string tahyon, the solitons an be interpreted asD-branes [69℄. Nonommutative �eld theory provides a simple testing ground forthe onjetures about the role of the open string tahyon. In hapter 3, we examinethe intersetions, utuations and deformations of odimension two solitons in �eldtheory on nonommutative R4 , in the limit of large nonommutativity. We �nd thatholomorphi deformations are zero modes of at branes, and we show that there is azero mode loalized at the intersetion of two solitons.An important reent development in string theory is the disovery of the elebratedAdS/CFT orrespondene, and of gravity duals in general. Gravity duals an be usedas a tool to understand nonperturbative behavior of �eld theories. One of the featuresof nonommutative �eld theories is that they are not loal. The gravity duals ofnonloal �eld theories in the large N limit exhibit a novel behavior near the boundary.To explore this, in hapter 4 we present and study the duals of dipole theories [16℄,whih are a partiular lass of nonloal theories with fundamental dipole �elds, simplerto study than the nonommutative �eld theory. The nonloal interations are manifestin the metri of the gravity dual. We ompare the situation to that in nonommutativeSYM. 26



Finally, in hapter 5, we study quantum mehanis on the hyper-K�ahler manifoldthat is the blow-up of an A1-singularity [53℄. This system is relevant for the Matrixmodel of the �ve-brane in M-theory. The blow up of the singularity orresponds to anonommutative regularization of the theory under study.
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Chapter 2
The tilted nonommutative bion
This hapter is devoted to a study of the D1-D3 brane intersetion in the nonom-mutative piture provided by the nonabelian ation desribing a bundle of D1-branes[77℄. We will show that the nonommutative bion solution from [35℄ an be general-ized to inlude a nonzero NS-NS two-form �eld B. The geometry extrated from ourgeneralized solution agrees with the `dual' piture provided by the abelian theory ona D3-brane in the presene of a nonzero B. Even better, we will be able to arguethat the nonabelian alulation makes a predition for the worldvolume gauge �eldon the D3-brane and we will �nd that this agrees with the abelian alulation aswell. Although limited to BPS on�gurations, we an regard these onsiderations asa signi�ant further test of the validity of the nonabelian Born-Infeld ation proposedby Myers in [88℄.2.1 IntrodutionAs was desribed in setion 1.2, the low energy dynamis of a single D-brane isdesribed by the Born-Infeld ation, (1.42). As was also desribed there, the gauge28



group for a stak of N superposed D-branes is enhaned from U(1)N to U(N) andthe brane worldvolume supports a U(N) gauge �eld as well as a set of salars in theadjoint representation of U(N) (one for eah of the transverse oordinates). Muhe�ort has been devoted to generalizing the Born-Infeld ation so as to desribe thedynamis of multiple superposed D-branes to all orders in �0. A spei� proposal fora generalized ation involving suh �elds has reently been given by Myers in [88℄(see also referenes in this paper for other work on this problem). For a Dp-brane instati gauge, Myers' ation takes the following, rather forbidding, form:SBI = �Tp Z dp+1� STr e�� � (2.1)q� det(Pab[(G+ �B)�� + (G+ �B)�i(Q�1 � Æ)ij(G+ �B)j�℄ + �Fab) det(Qij) ;where Qij � Æij + i�[�i;�k℄(G+ �B)kj ; (2.2)� � 2��0, a; b are indies in the worldvolume of the Dp-branes, i; j; k are in thetransverse spae and �; � are ten-dimensional indies. The �i are N � N matrixsalar �elds desribing the transverse displaements of the branes and Fab is theworldvolume gauge �eld (both �elds are in the adjoint representation of U(N)). Thesymbol Pab[M ℄ stands for a pullbak of the ten-dimensional matrix M to the braneworldvolume in whih the matrix oordinates �i de�ne the surfae to whih to pullbak and all derivatives of these oordinates are made gauge ovariant. Finally, STr isTseytlin's symmetrized trae operation [115℄. We refer the reader to Myers' paper [88℄for a more omplete de�nition and a disussion of useful simplifying approximations.Whether or not this ation is \exat", it does seem to apture a lot of informationabout suh strutures as the ommutators of the �'s with themselves, whih vanishin the U(1) limit and annot be diretly inferred from the abelian Born-Infeld ation.29



In [35℄, Myers' ation was applied to a stak of N D1-branes in a at bakgroundand it was shown that the transverse oordinates of the D1-branes `are-out' to aat three-dimensional spae. This was interpreted as a desription of a olletion ofD1-branes attahed to an orthogonal D3-brane, one of the standard D-brane interse-tions. This situation has a `dual' desription in terms of a single (abelian) D3-branearrying a point magneti harge. Using the Born-Infeld ation, one �nds that amagneti monopole of strength N produes a singularity in the D3-brane's transversedisplaement, a `spike' whih an be interpreted as N D1-strings attahed to the D3-brane [27, 55℄. To the extent that it is possible to ompare them, there is a perfetquantitative math between the two pitures. The states in question are BPS statesand this math is evidene that the Myers' ation (2.1) aptures the dynamis of BPSstates at least.In this hapter, we extend these onsiderations to a more omplex example ofa BPS state: we generalize the solution of [35℄ to inlude a nonzero bakgroundNS-NS two-form �eld B, in a diretion transverse to the D1-branes, but parallelto the emergent D3-brane. In the `dual' desription on the D3-brane, the B �eldbeomes a U(1) magneti �eld on the D3-brane whih pulls on the magneti hargeassoiated with the D1-brane. Simple fore balane onsiderations suggest that thespike representing the D1-branes should be tilted away from the diretion normal tothe D3-brane, and this is preisely what is found in expliit solutions of the Born-Infeldequations [74, 87℄. We will show that this system an be analyzed in the nonabelianD1-brane piture and that there is, one again, a perfet quantitative math betweenthe results of the two dual alulations. One slight novelty of our approah is thatwe an demonstrate this agreement not only for geometrial quantities, but also forworldvolume gauge �elds.The hapter is organized as follows: In setion 2.2, we review how the bion arises in30



the abelian theory on a D3-brane, both with and without a B-�eld. In setion 2.3, wereview the onstrution of the nonabelian bion, and then extend it to a nonzero B-�eld.In setion 2.4, we take a brief detour and desribe how lower dimensional D-branes anform at, nonommutative, higher dimensional D-branes equipped with worldvolumegauge �elds. In this ontext we show how the higher dimensional worldvolume gauge�eld is onstruted out of the lower dimensional nonommuting oordinates. Finally,in setion 2.5, we apply this reipe to the gauge �eld on the bion of setion 2.3and show that there is perfet agreement between the two approahes, in both thegeometry and the �eld strength on the brane.2.2 The Bion solution on a D3-braneConsider the abelian Born-Infeld ation for a single D3-brane in at spae. Let theD3-brane extend in 0123-diretions, and let the oordinates on the brane be denotedby xi, i = 0; : : : ; 3. Restriting the brane to have displaement in only one of thetransverse diretions, we an take the (stati gauge) embedding oordinates of thebrane in the ten-dimensional spae to be X i = xi, i = 0; : : : ; 3; Xa = 0, a = 4; : : : ; 8;X9 = �(xi). Then there exists a stati (BPS) solution of the Born-Infeld ationorresponding to plaing N units of U(1) magneti harge at the origin of oordinateson the brane [27℄: X9(xi) = �(xi) = qp(x1)2 + (x2)2 + (x3)2 ; (2.3)where q = ��0N , and N is an integer. This magneti bion solution to the Born{Infeldation orresponds toN superposed D1-strings attahed to the D3-brane at the origin.It is \reliable" in the sense that the e�et of unknown higher-order orretions in �0and g to the ation an be made systematially small in the large-N limit (see [27℄ for31



details). At a �xed X9 = �, the ross-setion of the deformed D3-brane is a 2-spherewith a radius r(�) = ��0N� : (2.4)In the presene of a two-form �eld B parallel to the world volume of the brane,(12Bdx1 ^ dx2 to be onrete), the above solution is modi�ed as follows [87℄:�os(�) = qp(x1)2 + (x2)2 + os(�)2(x3 � tan(�)�)2 : (2.5)where tan(�) = 2��0B. Beause the transverse displaement � is not a single-valuedfuntion of the base oordinates xi, the geometry is somewhat obsure. It is moretransparent in rotated oordinates de�ned byY 1 = X1 (2.6)Y 2 = X2Y 3 = os(�)X3 � sin(�)X9Y 4 = sin(�)X3 + os(�)X9 :Choosing Y 1;2;3 as the worldvolume oordinates, the embedding beomesY (1;2;3)(y) = y(1;2;3); Y 4(y) = tan(�) y3 + qp(y1)2 + (y2)2 + (y3)2 : (2.7)It is easy to see that this desribes D1-strings tilted away from the normal to theD3-brane by an angle � (when B ! 0, �! 0, and the branes beome orthogonal).Reverting to the original oordinates (2.5), we an show that the D3-brane ata �xed transverse displaement X9 = � is an ellipsoid of revolution de�ned by the
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equation 1 = x21r21(�) + x22r22(�) + (x3 � � tan(�))2r23(�) (2.8)with major and minor axesr1(�) = r2(�) = os(�)��0N� ; r3(�) = ��0N� : (2.9)For large �, the ellipsoid beomes small and de�nes a slie through the D1-branethat is attahed to the D3-brane. The ellipsoid is entered at brane oordinates(X1; X2; X3) = (0; 0; tan(�)�) and the fat that X3 varies linearly with � implementsthe tilt of the D1-brane. The tilting arises for simple reasons of fore balane. The D1-brane spike behaves like a magneti harge from the point of view of the worldvolumegauge theory; the bakground B �eld is equivalent to a uniform magneti �eld on theD3-brane and exerts a fore on the magneti harge whih must be balaned by aomponent of the D1-brane tension along the D3-brane .The gauge �eld on the brane is partiularly easy to obtain in the tilted oordinates(2.6). The on�gurations under disussion are not the most general solution of theequations of motion: they are speial minimal energy solutions that satisfy the BPSondition (and preserve some supersymmetry). The BPS ondition relates the total2-form �eld on the brane to the divergene of the transverse displaement salar asfollows [27, 55℄:(2��0)�ijk(F +B)jk = � ��yiY 4 = �q[(y1)2 + (y2)2 + (y3)2℄3=2 yi + tan(�)Æi3 : (2.10)The ambiguous sign enodes the di�erene between a D3- and a D3-brane. From this
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we read o� that the magneti �eld Bk � �ijkFjk is justBi(y) = � N2[(y1)2 + (y2)2 + (y3)2℄3=2 yi ; (2.11)or a Coulomb �eld due to N harges. The end of the D1-brane(s) ats as a magnetiharge and the spae-time B �eld provides an e�etive uniform magneti �eld whihexerts a fore on the magneti harge, hene tilting the D1-branes.Note that for the upper sign (D3-brane), when N is positive, the D1-brane(s) run`towards' the D3-brane, and when it is negative, they run `away' from the D3-brane.For the lower sign (D3-brane ase), the end of the D1-brane(s) running `towards' theD3-brane ats as a positive magneti soure and the end of the D1-brane(s) running`away' from D3-brane ats as negative one. We will enounter the same four ases inour dual treatment by the nonabelian D1-branes.2.3 Dual treatment by nonabelian D1-branesIn desribing the intersetion of one D3-brane with N D1-branes, one has the optionof starting from the dynamis of the D3-brane and trying to derive the D1-branes (thiswas the approah of the previous setion), or of starting from the nonabelian dynamisof multiple D1-branes and trying to derive the D3-brane. The latter approah hasbeen applied in [35℄ to the ase in whih there is no bakground B �eld. In thissetion we will review that work and show how to generalize it to the ase whereB 6= 0 and the bion is tilted.We begin by reviewing the results from [35℄ on the B = 0 ase, while introduingsome notation whih will be useful later. We onsider the nonabelian Born{Infeldation of equation (2.1) speialized to the ase of N oinident D1-branes, at bak-ground spaetime (G�� = ���), vanishing B �eld, vanishing worldvolume gauge �eld34



and onstant dilaton. The ation then depends only on the N �N matrix transversesalar �elds �i's. In general, i = 1; : : : ; 8, but sine we are interested in studying theD1/D3-brane intersetion, we will allow only three transverse oordinate �elds to beative (i = 1; 2; 3). The expliit redution of the stati gauge ation (X0 = � andX9 = �) is thenSBI = �T1 Z d�d�STrq� det(�ab + �2�a�iQ�1ij �b�j)det(Qij) ; (2.12)where Qij = Æij + i�[�i;�j℄ : (2.13)Sine the dilaton is onstant, we inorporate it in the tension T1 as a fator of g�1.We look for stati solutions (i.e., � = �(�) only). Sine we have no hope of�nding a general stati solution of these nonlinear matrix equations, we make somesimplifying assumptions whih have a hane of being valid on the restrited lass ofBPS solutions. The ation (2.12) depends only on the two matrix strutures �a�iand Wi � 12 i�ijk[�j;�k℄ and, beause of the nature of the STr instrution, they maybe treated as ommuting quantities until the �nal step of doing the gauge trae toevaluate the ation. This allows us to evaluate the determinants in the de�nition ofthe ation (2.12) and to onvert the energy funtional to the following form:UB=0 = Z d�STrp1 + �2(��i)2 + �2(Wi)2 + �4(��iWi)2 : (2.14)Continuing to treat �i and W i as ommuting objets, we see that this energy fun-tional an be written as a sum of two squaresUB=0 = Z d�STrp(1� �2��iWi)2 + �2(��i �Wi)2 ; (2.15)35



and is minimized by a displaement �eld satisfying the �rst-order BPS-like equation��i = �Wi. This equation, written more expliitly as��i = �12 i�ijk[�j;�k℄ ; (2.16)is known as the Nahm equation [40℄. The � ultimately orresponds to the hoiebetween a bundle of D1- or D1-branes. The Nahm equation is a very plausibleandidate for the exat equation to be satis�ed by a BPS solution of this system andthe fat that the Myers ation (2.12) implies it in the BPS limit is very satisfatory.The Nahm equation has the trivial solution � = 0 whih orresponds to an in-�nitely long bundle of oinident D1-branes. In [35℄, a muh more interesting solutionwas found by starting with the following ansatz:�i = R̂(�)�i; (�1; �2; �3) � X ; (2.17)where �i form an N � N representation of the generators of an SU(2) subgroup ofU(N), [�i; �j℄ = 2i�ijk�k. With this ansatz, both ��i and W i are proportional to thegenerator matrix �i. When the ansatz is substituted into the BPS ondition (2.16),we obtain a simple equation for R̂, R̂0 = �2R̂2 ; (2.18)whih is solved by R̂ = � 12� : (2.19)Substituting the ansatz (2.17) into (2.14) leads to the following e�etive ation for
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R̂(�) : UB=0[R̂(�)℄ = Z d�STrq(1 + �2(R̂0)2X2)(1 + 4�2(R̂)4X2) : (2.20)It an be shown that (2.19) satis�es the equations of motion following from the ation(2.20).This solution maps very niely onto the bion solution of the previous setion. At a�xed point j�j on the D1-brane stak, the geometry given by (2.17) is that of a spherewith the physial radius R2 = �2N Tr(�i)2 (the only sensible way to pass from thematrix transverse displaement �eld ��i to a pure number desribing the geometry).For the ansatz under onsideration, this givesR(�)2 = �2N Tr(�i)2 = �2R̂(�)2C ; (2.21)where C is the quadrati Casimir, equal to N2 � 1 for an irreduible representationof SU(2). This gives R(�) = �pN2 � 1(2j�j) �= ��0Nj�j (2.22)for large N, in agreement with equation (2.4). This ompletes our synopsis of thearguments given in [35℄ for the agreement between the ommutative and nonommu-tative approahes to the D1/D3-brane intersetion.A simple argument an be made at this point to strengthen the meaning of equa-tion (2.22). At a �xed �, the Fourier transform of the density of the D1-strings isgiven by [112, 113℄ e�(k) = Tr �ei�ki�i� : (2.23)This is simply the operator to whih the 09-omponent of the RR 2-form C(2), C09,
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ouples. For the solution (2.17), this is evaluated to givee�(k) = sin(�NR̂jkj)sin(�R̂jkj) ; (2.24)whih for N � 1, and k suh that (�NR̂)�1 < jkj � (�R̂)�1 (i.e., for momentumlarge enough to resolve the size of the sphere, but not large enough to resolve theindividual brane onstituents) givese�(k) �= sin(�NR̂jkj)�R̂jkj : (2.25)This is preisely the Fourier transform of the density distribution representing a thinshell, e�(k) = Z d3xei~k�~x�(x) (2.26)for �(x) = N4�R2 Æ(jxj �R) with R = �NR̂ = ��0Nj�j ;in agreement with equation (2.22).To distinguish the various ases involving branes and antibranes, note that �an either run from �1 to 0, in whih ase the D1(D1)-branes run `towards' theD3(D3)-brane plane, or from 0 to1, in whih ase the D1(D1)-branes run `away' theD3(D3)-brane plane. We have thus four ases:A : Stak of D1-branes expanding to a D3-brane , ��i = +Wi and � 2 (�1; 0)B : Stak of D1-branes expanding to a D3-brane , ��i = +Wi and � 2 (0;1)C : Stak of D1-branes expanding to a D3-brane , ��i = �Wi and � 2 (�1; 0)D : Stak of D1-branes expanding to a D3-brane , ��i = �Wi and � 2 (0;1)38



A������ �������������r�+ D3D1
B������ ������������� r�� D3D1 C������ ������AAAUAAAr�� D3D1

D������ ������AAAUAAAr�+ D3D1Figure 2.1: The four ases A-D disussed in the text.Cases A and D orrespond to the D1(D1)-branes running `towards' (`away from')the D3(D3)-brane plane, and thus should represent a positive magneti harge, whileCases B and C should represent a negative magneti harge. We will see shortly thatthis is the ase and that the four ases math the four ases found in the abeliantreatment of the same problem starting from the D3-brane (see the end of setion2.2).Our next step is to turn on the bakground B �eld in order to study the tiltedbion from the nonommutative D1-brane point of view. The only di�erene from theprevious ase is that we turn on the omponent B12 = onst. of the bakground B�eld (remember that the D1-brane worldvolume spans the (X0; X9) plane and thatonly the i = 1; 2; 3 omponents of the matrix transverse displaement �eld are allowedto be nonzero). It is still the ase that the ation is a funtional only of the �elds ��iand �ijk[�j;�k℄ and the same reasoning as before leads us to treat these quantitiesas ommuting objets inside the STr instrution. In this way, the ation (2.1) anbe redued to something muh more expliit. To get the most transparent results, ithelps to de�ne resaled �elds'1 =p(1 + �2B2)�1 ; '2 =p(1 + �2B2)�2 ; '3 = �3 ; (2.27)
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and to rede�ne the ommutator W i asWi � 12 i�ijk['j; 'k℄� Æ3iB : (2.28)After some rather tedious algebra (made muh easier by MAPLE) to evaluate thedeterminants in the de�nition of the ation, we get a result for the energy funtionalthat is almost idential to (2.14):UB 6=0 = 1p1 + �2B2 Z d�STrp1 + �2(�'i)2 + �2(Wi)2 + �4(�'iWi)2= 1p1 + �2B2 Z d�STrp(1� �2�'iWi)2 + �2(�'i �Wi)2 : (2.29)The ation is still `linearized' by taking �'i = �Wi, whih means that the BPSondition in the presene of a bakground B �eld is�'i = �i(12�ijk['j; 'k℄ + Æ3i iB) : (2.30)This is preisely the generalization of the Nahm equation that has been derived inthe ontext of studies of magneti monopoles in nonommutative �eld theory [10℄.It is a plausible andidate for the exat BPS ondition for the nonabelian D1-branesystem and we will show that it gives a detailed aount of the physis of the tiltedbion. The fat that the generalized Nahm equation is implied by the Myers ation isfurther evidene for the essential orretness of the latter.In order to solve the modi�ed equations of motion, we have to slightly modifythe ansatz (2.17), expressing the �elds ' in terms of generators of an N-dimensional
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representation of SU(2) and a salar funtion R̂(�):'i = R̂(�)�i � Æ3i B2R̂(�) : (2.31)When this modi�ed ansatz is substituted into the BPS equation (2.30), we obtain thesame equation for R̂ as before, namely R̂0 = �2R̂2: solution (2.19) still holds. If weollet the generators into a modi�ed triplet X � (�1; �2; �3 + B2R̂2 ) and use (2.31),the ation (2.29) an be expressed as an e�etive ation for R̂(�):UB 6=0[R̂(�)℄ = 1p1 + �2B2 Z d�STrq(1 + �2(R̂0)2X2)(1 + 4�2(R̂)4X2) : (2.32)This looks the same as (2.20) but is not quite beause X now depends on R̂. Nev-ertheless, the same radial funtion (2.19) ontinues to be a solution, further testingthe ompatibility of the ation with the BPS ondition. Notie that this does notonlusively prove that the ansatz (2.31) with (2.19) is a solution to the full equationsof motion implied by (2.29).It is easily seen that this solution orresponds to the tilted bion solution disussedin the previous setion. Equation (2.27) mathes the ratios of axes given in (2.9).The over-all size of the spheroid agrees with (2.9) by an argument idential to thatgiven for B = 0. The shift of its enter is given by�i(�) = 1N tr(��i) = �Æi3 (2.33)(by virtue of the fat that tr(�i) = 0), where� = ��B2R̂ = ��B� = 8><>: tan(�)j�j for ases A and D.� tan(�)j�j for ases B and C. (2.34)
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Thus, in ases A and D, the bion tilts in agreement with setion 2.2. In the other twoases, it tilts in the opposite diretion. The interpretation is that D1-branes oming`towards' the D3-brane orrespond to a positively harged magneti monopole, whileD1-branes oming `away from' the D3-brane orrespond to a negatively harged one.Similarly, D1-strings oming `away from' the D3-brane orrespond to a positivelyharged magneti monopole, while D1-branes oming `towards' the D3-brane orre-spond to a negatively harged one. The geometry of the tilted bion inferred fromthe nonabelian dynamis of D1-branes perfetly mathes the results of the abelianD3-brane alulation summarized in the previous setion.2.4 Flat D(p + r)-brane from Dp-branesIt is known that within Yang-Mills theory, lower dimensional branes an expand toform higher dimensional nonommutative branes (see, for example, [103℄ and refer-enes therein). In this setion, we show how this onstrution an be extended to thenonlinear ase of the nonabelian BI ation. The point of this exerise (whih lookslike a detour from the line of argument of the rest of the hapter) is to infer a spei�reipe for evaluating the worldvolume gauge �elds in the nonommutative desriptionof a D-brane. In the next setion we will apply the spirit of this reipe to the urvedbranes whih are our primary interest.We take the spaetime metri to be the at Minkowski metri (g�� = ���), thedilaton to be onstant and the worldvolume gauge �eld to be zero. We take thebakground two-form �eldB to have nonzero (onstant) omponents only in diretionstransverse to the brane, i; j; k = p + 1; : : : ; 9. The world-volume of the branes isparametrized by Xa = �a; a = 0; : : : ; p (i.e. we are using the stati gauge) and thetransverse utuations are X i = ��i, where �i are N �N matries in the adjoint of42



the gauge group.We will look for solutions where the transverse salars � are not funtions of thebrane oordinates �a. In this ase, the ation (2.1) for the nonabelian dynamis of NDp-branes redues to S = �gTp Z dpxaSTr �qdet(Qij)� : (2.35)where the expliit form of Q is displayed in (2.2). It is easy to to show that matries�i, satisfying [�i;�j℄ = i�2 �ijIN�N ; (2.36)where �ij is an arbitrary (9� p)� (9� p) antisymmetri matrix of -numbers, solvethe equations of motion. Substituting this solution into the general de�nition of Q,(2.2), gives Qij = Æij � ��1�il(g + �B)lj : (2.37)� an have any even rank r up to 9 � p. With no loss of generality, we an blokdiagonalize � so that ��� 6= 0 for �; � = p+1; : : : ; p+r. The remaining diretions willbe denoted by m;n = p+r+1; : : : ; 9 and of ourse �in = 0 for i; n in their appropriateranges. From now on, � = ��� will denote an invertible, r�r matrix with inverse ��� .Also, let us restrit our attention to bakground two-form �elds B only in diretionsp+ 1; : : : ; p+ r, sine the other omponents an simply be gauged away.The above an be summarized by saying that solution (2.36) divides the �i's intor=2 pairs satisfying anonial ommutation relations and 9� p� r other ommutingoordinates (whih we an drop from further onsideration). The slight hith is thatanonial ommutation relations an only be realized on in�nite-dimensional funtionspaes, and not on �nite-dimensional matries. The solution only makes sense if we43



take N !1 and reinterpret all matrix operations (multipliation, trae, et.) in theation as the orresponding Hilbert spae operations. Fortunately, the tehnology fordoing this sort of thing has been worked out in the study of nonommutative �eld the-ory over the past ouple of years and has been briey desribed in setion 1.1. Indeed,the physis of small utuations about (2.36) is best desribed by a nonommutative�eld theory on the r-dimensional base spae spanned by the nonommuting �i. Itis in this sense that we will interpret the existene of r nonommuting transversedisplaement �elds on the Dp-brane as reating an e�etive D(p+r)-brane. We will�rst show that the energetis of (2.36) are indistinguishable from that of an abelianD(p+r)-brane with a ertain worldvolume gauge �eld (whih is the quantity that isthe fous of our interest).To establish the desired result, we make use of an equivalene desribed in theintrodution in setion 1.1 between ations built on ordinary integrals of funtionsof ordinary oordinates, but with a nonommutative de�nition of multipliation offuntions (the �-produt or Moyal produt) and ations where funtions beome op-erators on a harmoni osillator Hilbert spae and the ation is omputed as the traeof an operator on that Hilbert spae (integral over spae beomes Hilbert spae trae)[34, 58℄. In our interpretation of (2.36), the STr operation in the ation (2.35) is tobe thought of as a trae over operators on a Hilbert spae. As in equation (1.27) ,the trae an be reast as an integral over the assoiated nonommuting oordinates,but we need the exat relative normalization. The identi�ation we need has beenworked out in the nonommutative �eld theory literature [103℄:drx�  ! (2�) r2Pf(�)STr ; (2.38)where Pf denotes the PfaÆan: Pf(�)2 = det(�). Putting the various piees of the44



puzzle together, we an express the ation for our solution in the form of an equivalentintegral of an energy density over a D(r+p)-brane worldsheet:S(�) = �gTp Z dpxadrx� 1p2�det(�) �qdet(Æij � ��1�il(g + �B)lj)�= �gTp(2��)� r2 Z dpxadrx� �pdet(g + �B � ���1)� : (2.39)Sine Tp+r = Tp(2��)� r2 , the objet we have onstruted has the right energy densityto be a D(p+r)-brane with a world-volume F-ux equal to ���1. Nonommutativeoordinates for a lower dimensional brane have, in a simple ontext, been onverted toa higher dimensional brane arrying a worldvolume gauge �eld. For future referene,the interesting thing is the way the gauge �eld arises via the ommutator of thelower-dimensional matrix oordinates (2.36).To give this idea a more demanding test, we will now hek whether we anreprodue the orret Chern-Simon ouplings. We will need the nonabelian Chern-Simons ation proposed by Myers in [88℄SCS = �p Z STr �P �ei�i�i�(�C(n)e�B)� e�F � ; (2.40)where i� is an interior produt by �i, for example i�i�A(2) = 12A(2)ij [�i;�j℄. (We referthe reader to Myers' paper for the preise de�nition of the symbol �i�i� and othernotation). For onreteness, speialize to p=1 (nonabelian D-strings extending in the01-diretions), with � and B nonzero only in the 23-diretions. Examine the ouplingto C(2), spei�ally, to the C01 omponent. Expand the ation (2.40) and pik o� theoupling of interest to obtainS = �1 Z dx0dx1STrC01 ((1 + (i�i�i�)�B) : (2.41)45



Using the solution (2.36) for �, we have (i�i�i�)�B = i�2[�1;�2℄B12 = ��B. Passingfrom STr to R aording to (2.38) we obtain an expression for this interation in termsof an integral over the D(p+ r)-brane worldvolume:S = �3 Z dx0dx1dx2dx3C01 �B � ��1� : (2.42)This is preisely the right oupling for a D3-brane with a world-volume �eld F23 =���1. The world-volume �eld F suggested here orresponds preisely to the �eldwhih one would expet to get from the D-strings dissolved in a D3-brane with density��1 per area normal to the D-strings. Solution (2.36) orresponds to exatly thisdensity of D-strings.The lesson we learn from this omputation is that when Dp-branes expand toform a D(p+ r)-brane, the world volume gauge �eld F on the D(p+ r)-brane an beomputed from the inverse of the density of Dp-branes, whih in turn an be obtainedfrom the ommutators of the transverse oordinates.2.5 The Worldvolume Gauge Field on the DualBionIn this setion, we will take the presription given in setion 2.4 for identifying theworldvolume gauge �eld impliit in a set of nonommuting oordinates and adapt itto the bion problem under disussion.We begin with the simple example of N D1-branes (N large) with B = 0 (theset-up of setion 2.3). Choose the solution (2.17) based on the N �N representationof SU(2) and further speialize to the representation where �3 is diagonal: �3 =diag(N � 1; N � 3; N � 5; : : : ;�N + 3;�N + 1). The sphere desribed by equation46



(2.17) at a �xed � goes through a point (X1; X2; X3) = (0; 0; R = ��0N=j�j). Asmall path of the sphere near this point is desribed by the orner k � k bloksof the full SU(2) representation matrixes �i, where k � N . Expliitly, replae �3with diag(N � 1; N � 3; : : : ; N � 2k + 1), whih for k � N is approximately justN Ik�k. The small path of the sphere is now desribed by the same ommutator asthe nonommutative plane (setion 2.4),[�1;�2℄ = i(2R̂)�3 ! �i N2�2 : (2.43)The `+'-sign orresponds to ases B and C, and the `�'-sign orresponds to ases Aand D in setion 2.3. Following setion 2.4, we now write�12 = �i�2[�1;�2℄ = �2N2�2 ; (2.44)so that the identi�ation F = ���1 givesF12 = � 2�2�2N = � N2R2 : (2.45)Referring bak to (2.11) in setion 2.2, we see that this is indeed the orret value ofthe worldvolume gauge �eld. Again, in ases A and D, we obtain the `�'-sign whilein ases B and C, we obtain the opposite sign and monopole harge. This is all inagreement with expetations from (2.11). The essene of this omputation is thatthe ommutator [�i;�j℄ de�nes a two-form �eld in the worldvolume of the D3-brane,whose inverse is the worldvolume gauge �eld F .Computing the worldvolume gauge �eld in ase of B 6= 0 is very similar, exeptthe geometry is more ompliated. To avoid any formulas with multiple � signs, wewill speialize to ase A above, hoosing � < 0 and R̂ = (2�)�1 (the other three ases47



are similar). We want to evaluate the gauge �eld on the tilted D3-brane implied bythe nonabelian solution (2.31) and ompare it to the result of a diret alulationgiven in (2.11). To do this, it is best to onvert (2.31) to the oordinates given in(2.6). De�ning rotated variables	1 = �1 ;	2 = �2 ;	3 = os(�)�3 � sin(�)�=� ;	4 = sin(�)�3 + os(�)�=� ; (2.46)and then inserting (2.31) gives	1 = os(�) 12� �1 ;	2 = os(�) 12� �2 ; (2.47)	3 = os(�) 12� �3 ;	4 = sin(�) 12� �3 + 1os(�) �� :To hek that this makes sense, take N large and pass to the lassial limit, by setting
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�i ! Nni where (n1)2 + (n2)2 + (n3)2 = 1. The 	's beome lassial oordinates�	1 ! Y 1 = os(�)N��0� n1 ;�	2 ! Y 2 = os(�)N��0� n2 ; (2.48)�	3 ! Y 3 = os(�)N��0� n3 ;�	4 ! Y 4 = sin(�)N��0� n3 + 1os(�) �= tan(�)Y3 + N��0pY 21 + Y 22 + Y 33 ;in perfet orrespondene with equation (2.7).In setion 2.4 we showed that the worldvolume gauge �eld is omputed from theommutators of the transverse salars. Using (2.47) to ompute the ommutators andomparing with (2.36), we obtain the following nonommutativity tensor �:�i�2[	i;	j℄ = 2�ijk�2 os(�)2� 	k ! � os(�)� �ijkY k � �ij ;�i�2[	1;	4℄ = �2�2 sin(�)2� 	2 ! �� sin(�)� Y 2 � �14 ; (2.49)�i�2[	2;	4℄ = 2�2 sin(�)2� 	1 ! � sin(�)� Y 1 � �24 ;�i�2[	3;	4℄ = 0 ! 0 � �34 ;where i; j; k = 1; : : : ; 3: Finally, we need to pull the two-tensor � bak to the worldvol-ume of the D3-brane, to the worldvolume oordinates of (2.7). With a little algebra,it an be heked that ��� (�; � = 1; : : : ; 4) satis�es��� = �Y ��yi �Y ��yj �ij ; (2.50)
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where �ij = � os(�)� �ijkyk = �2p(y1)2 + (y2)2 + (y3)2N �ijkyk (2.51)(the minus sign is a onsequene of our having hosen ase A, � < 0). Aordingto setion 2.4, the worldvolume gauge �eld is the negative inverse of the nonommu-tativity tensor �ij. However, the tensor of (2.51) is not invertible: it ats in threedimensions and has one zero eigenvalue. Following setion 2.4, the inversion of �ijis to be arried out on the subspae orthogonal to the subspae of zero eigenvalues.With this understanding, we obtain the following result for the gauge �eld on theD3-brane Fij = (���1)ij = � N2[(y1)2 + (y2)2 + (y3)2℄3=2 �ijkyk ; (2.52)in perfet agreement with the abelian D3-brane result, equation (2.11). This is whatwe wanted to show.
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Chapter 3
Nonommutative solitons
In this hapter we will study the utuations of a two-dimensional soliton (2-brane)in salar nonommutative �eld theory in four dimensions, in the limit of large non-ommutativity. When the salar �eld is taken to be the string tahyon, these solitons�nd an interpretation in string theory as D-branes. On the geometrial level, a planein four dimensions an be deformed into a urved minimal area surfae, and we �ndthat holomorphi deformations are the zero modes of at branes when desribed asnonommutative solitons.We also begin the study of interseting 2-branes in this theory. Geometrially,two interseting planes an be deformed into a single smooth minimal area surfae.In string theory, the latter phenomenon is related to a zero-mode whih appears atthe intersetion of two D-branes [105℄. We show that there is a zero mode loalizedat the intersetion of two solitons.Following [58℄, we will work in the large nonommutativity limit but inlude thekineti energy to �rst order.The hapter is organized as follows. In setion 3.1 we review previous work leadingto the onstrution of D-branes as nonommutative solitons. In setion 3.2 we study51



the deformation modes of a single 2-brane in 4D salar NCFT. In setion 3.3 wereview the geometry of the deformation of interseting planes. We will show that halfof the deformation modes orrespond to the deformations of the at 2-brane into aholomorphi urve embedded in R4 . The other half orrespond to anti-holomorphiutuations. In setion 3.4 we desribe the solution orresponding to two intersetingbranes and study the zero-modes that orrespond to their deformations. In setion3.5 some extensions to the ase of multiple branes and more dimensions are disussed.3.1 Nonommutative solitons, tahyon ondensa-tion and D-branesIn this setion, we review some previous work on nonommutative solitons in salar�eld theories in the limit of large nonommutativity [58℄, and on tahyon ondensation[106℄. These two ideas will then be put together, interpreting the nonommutativesalar �eld as the string tahyon, and the solitons as D-branes [66, 70, 38, 69, 68, 71℄.3.1.1 Nonommutative solitonsFirst, let us review the onstrution of [58℄ for a single odimension-2 brane in thetheory with ation: Z [(���)2 + V (�)℄ : (3.1)Here: V (�) = 1Xn=2 an�n; V (�) = a2� ?� + a3� ? � ? � + � � � : (3.2)We take spaetime to be ommutative and de�ne the ?-produt as in equation (1.23):� ?	 � �e i�2  ��x1 !��y1� i�2  ��y1 !��x1	 ; (3.3)52



so that: x1 ? y1 � y1 ? x1 = i� : (3.4)Taking the limit � ! 1 and resaling the oordinates, the kineti term is of order1=� and an be negleted. For now, the x2; y2 oordinates are still ommutative.We set z1 = x1 + iy1 and de�ne a Hilbert spae H1 with the harmoni osillatorbasis, jni for n = 0; 1; : : : , suh that ây1jni = pn+ 1jn+ 1i and â1jni = pnjn� 1i.If � is a funtion of x1 and y1, the Weyl formula (1.21) transforms it into an operatoron this Hilbert spae: �̂ � 12� Z d2� �(z1; z1)ei�z1�i�z1 : (3.5)Then z1 ! p2�â1 and z1 ! p2�ây1. From now on, �;	; : : : will denote ordinaryfuntions and �̂; 	̂; : : : will denote the orresponding operators.Let us assume that V (�) has a minimum at � 6= 0. One an then onstrut asoliton by setting: �̂ = �P̂ ; P̂ 2 = P̂ : (3.6)The operator �̂ satis�es V (�̂) = V (�)P̂ and hene V 0(�̂) = 0. The orresponding(Weyl transformed) solution, �, is onstant in the z2 diretion. For any unitaryoperator, Û , V'(Û y�̂Û) is also zero.If we inlude the kineti term, only the operators of the formP̂ = j�ih�j; j�i � e�ây1��â1 j0i ; (3.7)orresponding to projetions onto a oherent state of the harmoni osillator, remain
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as good solitons. To see this we an write the kineti energy asK = � 12�2 trf[x̂1; �̂℄2 + [ŷ1; �̂℄2g (3.8)x̂1 � r�2(â1 + ây1); ŷ1 � �ir�2(â1 � ây1) :For P̂ = j�ih�j, we �nd �2�2K = �x21 +�y21 ; (3.9)where �x21 = h�jx̂21j�i � h�jx̂1j�i2 ; �y21 = h�jŷ21j�i � h�jŷ1j�i2 (3.10)are the unertainties in x̂1 and ŷ1. Now we an see that the oherent states, j�i,minimize the kineti energy. This is beause:�x21 +�y21 � 2�x1�y1 � 1 ; (3.11)and the equalities hold only for a oherent state. Thus, in the spae of all possi-ble unitary transformations, Û , ating on �̂, the kineti energy has at diretionsorresponding to translating the brane rigidly in the z1 diretion.The results of [58℄, some of whih were summarized here, have been extended togauge theories in [61, 97, 60, 11, 2, 67, 62, 12, 91℄.Now, let us add two extra nonommutative diretions:x1 ? y1 � y1 ? x1 = x2 ? y2 � y2 ? x2 = i� : (3.12)As with z1, z2 orresponds to an operator on a Hilbert spae H2. �, as a funtionof x1; y1; x2 and y2, orresponds to an operator on the Hilbert spae H = H1
H2. Hhas a basis jN; ni de�ned by ây1jN; ni = pN + 1jN + 1; ni; â1jN; ni = pN jN � 1; ni;54



ây2jN; ni = pn+ 1jN; n+ 1i and â2jN; ni = pnjN; n� 1i: This is just the tensorprodut of the harmoni osillator eigenstates in eah Hilbert spae. The soliton de-sribed above, orresponding to a odimension-2 brane with z1 = 0, is now desribedby �̂ = �P̂1, where P̂1 is given bŷP1 = 1Xn=0 j0; nih0; nj : (3.13)The odimension-2 brane with z2 = 0 is similarly given by �̂ = �P̂2,P̂2 = 1XN=0 jN; 0ihN; 0j : (3.14)3.1.2 Tahyon ondensationWe will briey review the idea of Sen [106℄, that D-branes are interpreted as solitonsin the string tahyon �eld.The bosoni D25-brane has a tahyon living on its world volume. The mass of thetahyon is m2tahyon = �1=�0, and the potential is shown shematially in �gure 3.1.It has been suggested [106℄ that the stable minimum of the potential orresponds toa `vauum' theory { one in whih the (unstable) D25-brane has deayed and thus inwhih there are no possible open string exitations. This requires the di�erene inenergy between the unstable loal maximum and the loal minimum to be equal tothe D25-brane tension.The e�etive ation for the tahyon isS = T25 Z d26xp(g)�12f(t)g����t��t+ : : :� V (t)� ; (3.15)where `: : :' denotes higher derivative terms.55
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Figure 3.1: The tahyon potential in bosoni string theory.With the potential V(t), it is possible to onstrut unstable solitons asymptoti tothe losed string vauum, i.e. for whih asymptotially t! 0, but t 6= 0 around somehyperplane. This soliton solution an be interpreted as a D-brane of lower dimension.These solitons have been studied in (trunated) string �eld theory and in boundarystring �eld theory, but there many diÆulties remain. In partiular, the presene ofhigher derivatives in the kineti energy terms in string �eld theory makes study therequite diÆult.3.1.3 Nonommutative tahyon and solitonsThe study of tahyon ondensation is greatly simpli�ed in the presene of a strongmagneti �eld B. As desribed in the introdutory hapter in setion 1.4, the preseneof magneti �eld an be aounted for by replaing all regular produts with the starprodut ?, while replaing the losed string metri g with the open string metri G.56



Thus, one obtains the following ation for the tahyonS = T25 Z d26xp(G)�12f(t)G����t��t+ : : :� V (t)� ; (3.16)where ?-produts are impliit.As desribed at the beginning of this setion (for the partiular ase of four di-mensions, but the idea is trivially extended to any number of dimensions), in thelimit of large nonommutativity (large B-�eld), the kineti energy terms, inludingthe higher derivative terms, an be dropped and soliton solutions an be onstruted.These should orrespond to lower dimensional D-branes. In this set-up, it is possibleto show that the solitons an be interpreted as D-branes, sine they have the rightproperties, suh as orret tensions and tahyon masses. [69℄.3.2 Unitary utuations of single 2-braneWe will now explore the zero-energy utuations about the 2-brane solution presentedin setion 3.1. Consider the soliton given by Û yP̂1Û , where Û is some unitary operatoron H = H1 
H2: We are interested in the kineti energy as a funtion of Û . This ismore involved than before, so we will work only to seond order withÛ = ei��̂ = 1 + i��̂ +�12�2�̂2 +O(�3) (3.17)for � real and small and �̂ Hermitian. De�ne�̂j0; ji =XI;i bjIijI; ii : (3.18)
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Following [58℄, we now obtain the e�etive Hamiltonian for small utuations of thebrane. In the operator language, the kineti energy is:K = � 12�2 2Xk=1 trf[x̂k; �̂℄2 + [ŷk; �̂℄2g = 1�2 2Xk=1 trf[âk; �̂℄[�̂; âyk℄g= 2� trf�̂Ĥ�̂� 2Xk=1(�̂âk�̂)(�̂âyk�̂)g ; (3.19)where Ĥ is the harmoni osillator Hamiltonian,Ĥ � 2Xk=1 �âykâk + 12� : (3.20)Any projetion operator, Â, suh as our soliton, projets onto a subspae, HA, ofthe Hilbert spae H. Let jii, i 2 S, be a basis for HA. Then we an write the kinetienergy as K = �2�2  Xi2S;k=1;2 hijâykâk + âkâykjii � 2 Xi;j2S;k=1;2 jhijâykjjij2! : (3.21)This form is sometimes more useful for alulation.For utuations about P1, to seond order in � we obtain:�2�2K = Xk (2k + 2) + 2�2" XI�2;j;k�0(I + k � j)jbkIij2 �Xj;k�0 jbk1jj2� Xj�0(j + 1) 1� XI�1;i�0 jbjIij2 � XI�1;i�0 jbj+1Ii j2!� XI;i;j�1pi(j + 1) ��bjI;i�1bj+1I;i + bjI;i�1�bj+1I;i � # : (3.22)
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This an be rearranged to the positive de�nite form:�2�2K = T + 2�2" XI�2;i;k�0 IjbkIij2 + XI�1;i�0 ijb0Iij2+ XI�1;j;k�0 ���pk + 1bkIj �pj + 1bk+1I;j+1���2 # : (3.23)Here, T is an in�nite onstant orresponding to the zero-point energy of the in�nitebrane. The massless modes must satisfybmIi = 0 (for I � 2);b01;i = 0 (for i � 1); (3.24)pm + 1bm1;n = pn + 1bm+11;n+1 : (3.25)The solution to these onstraints isbm1;n = 8><>: 0 for m < nqm!n! m�n for m � n ; (3.26)where m (m = 0; 1; : : : ) are arbitrary onstants. Note that when looking at theoriginal form of the kineti energy (3.23), we are anelling two divergent sums. Ifwe demand that all sums onverge, the following solution is not legitimate. Throwingaution to the wind, we de�ne the entire holomorphi funtion f(�) =Pm m�m. �̂an then be written as: �̂ = ây1f(â2) + â1f(â2)y +O(�2) ; (3.27)
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and the transformed soliton is:�̂ = �Û yP̂1Û ; Û = ei�(ây1f(â2)+â1f(â2)y) +O(�2) : (3.28)Physially, this is interpreted as a deformation of the brane from z1 = 0 to z1 =p2��f( z2p2� ). We an now understand the divergenes in this solution as stemmingfrom the fat that a nononstant entire funtion annot be bounded and, as suh,these are in�nitely large deformations of the brane. If we ut o� the sums to forethem to be �nite, we an still understand these as loal approximate zero modes.We an rearrange the terms in the kineti energy into the following (also positivede�nite) form: �2�2K = T + 2�2" XI�2;i;k�0 IjbkIij2 + XI�1;k�0 kjbkI0j2+ XI�1;j;k�0 ���pj + 1bkIj �pk + 1bk+1I;j+1���2 # : (3.29)Repeating the above analysis, we �nd that the massless modes for this form of thekineti energy are bm1;n = 8><>: 0 for m > nq n!m!n�m for m � n : (3.30)Taking again f(�) =Pm m�m, we obtain� = zy1f(zy2)� z1f(zy2)y : (3.31)This orresponds to a deformation of the brane from z1 = 0 to z1 = p2��f( z2p2� ), anantiholomorphi deformation.
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3.3 Classial GeometryWe will onsider surfaes in R4 that an be desribed by a holomorphi equationwhen R4 is identi�ed with C 2 . Suh surfaes have a minimal area in the sense thatsmall deformations of the surfae, keeping the boundary onditions at in�nity intat,never derease the area. Let the oordinates be:zk � xk + iyk; k = 1; 2 : (3.32)Consider �rst a surfae that spans the z2-diretion and is given by the equa-tion z1 = 0. Small holomorphi deformations are desribed by z1 = �f(z2) withf(z) = P1n=0 nzn a holomorphi funtion. These are the utuations we found inthe previous setion. Of ourse, antiholomorphi utuations are also allowed.Now onsider adding a seond surfae spanning the z1 diretion, with the equationz2 = 0. The two surfaes an be represented together by the equation z1z2 = 0. Thisreduible surfae an be deformed into a smooth irreduible surfae given by z1z2 = �where � is a omplex number. This is the only holomorphi deformation of thesingular surfae z1z2 = 0 that preserves the boundary onditions z1 ! 0 as jz2j ! 1and z2 ! 0 as jz1j ! 1.In this ase, we see that the possible deformations are given by z1 = �f(z2) wheref(z) = P1n=�1 nzn is allowed to have a simple pole at z = 0. More generally, if weadd r surfaes given by the planes z2 = �j (j = 1 : : : r), we an have deformationsz1 = �f(z2) where f is a meromorphi funtion that is allowed to have simple polesat �1; : : : ; �r. If we add a surfae z2 = 0 with multipliity k, then f(z) is allowed tohave a pole of kth order at the origin.
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3.4 Interseting D2-Branes3.4.1 Constrution of the Interseting SolitonIn the previous setion, we onstruted a D2-brane at z1 = 0 as �̂1 = �P̂1 and aD2-brane at z2 = 0 as �̂2 = �P̂2: We now wish to �nd a soliton �̂ = �P̂ whihasymptotially looks like �̂1 + �̂2. This is straightforward. We de�neP̂� = P̂1 + P̂2 � �P̂1P̂2; �̂� = �P̂� : (3.33)This will be a projetion operator for � = 1 or � = 2. To distinguish between thetwo solutions, we need to alulate their kineti energy, (3.21). While eah solutionhas an in�nite kineti energy beause of its in�nite extent, the di�erene is �nite andeasy to alulate: K(�̂�=2)�K(�̂�=1) = 4�2� : (3.34)Thus, � = 1 orresponds to the solution with the lower kineti energy. We proposethat this solution orresponds to two interseting branes. The � = 2 solution issimilar, but it has a `hole' attahed at the intersetion:P̂�=2 = P̂�=1 � P̂1P̂2 : (3.35)In a sense, it is as if a 0-brane (represented by P̂1P̂2) had been removed. This solutionwill turn out to be unstable to small unitary perturbations.3.4.2 FlutuationsWe now wish to repeat the alulation of the e�etive Hamiltonian for small utua-tions of the two interseting branes. Consider the utuation given by Û yP̂�Û , where62



Û is again a unitary operator on H = H1 
H2: As before, letÛ = ei��̂ = 1 + i��̂� 12�2�̂2 +O(�3) ; (3.36)with � real and small and �̂ hermitian. One an alulate the kineti energy for thissoliton to seond order in �. This is most onveniently done from equation (3.21).In the � = 1 ase, we de�ne�̂j0; ji = XI;i bjIijI; ii ; I; i; j � 1 ;�̂jJ; 0i = XI;i JIijI; ii ; I; i; J � 1 ;�̂j0; 0i = XI;i dIijI; ii : I; i � 1 : (3.37)After onsolidation of terms, (3.21) beomes:�2�2K�=1 = �2�2K(�̂�=1) + 2�2 " XJ�2;j;k�1J jbkJjj2 + Xj�2;J;K�1 jjKJjj2+ XJ;j;k�1 ���pk + 1bkJj �pj + 1bk+1J;j+1���2 + XJ;j;K�1 ���pK + 1kJj �pJ + 1K+1J+1;j���2+ XJ�2;j�1J jdJjj2 + Xj�2;J�1 jjdJjj2+ XJ;j�1 ���dJj �pj + 1b1J;j+1���2 + XJ;j�1 ���dJj �pJ + 11J+1;j���2# ; (3.38)where K(�̂�=1) is the (in�nite) energy of an undistorted soliton disussed in previoussubsetion.
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Using the same proedure as before, we obtain the following zero modes:
bm1;n = 8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>:

0 for m + 1 < nd11pn for m + 1 = nd10 for m = nqm!n! pm�n for m > n (3.39)
and MN;1 = 8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>:

0 for M + 1 < Nd11pN for M + 1 = Nd01 for M = NqM !N ! qM�N for M > N ; (3.40)
with dJj for all J; j � 2 equal to zero. The p's and q's are arbitrary onstants.These an be used to de�ne two entire holomorphi funtions f1(�) = Pm pm�mand f2(�) = PM qM�M : These zero modes, just as for a single brane, orrespond todeformations of the two branes: z01 = �f1(z2) and z02 = �f2(z1): As in the ase of asingle brane, the terms in the kineti energy an be rearranged to make apparent theantiholomorphi deformations.A new phenomenon is the mode orresponding to a non-zero d11 together withbk1;k+1 = d11(k+1)�1=2 and KK+1;1 = d11(K+1)�1=2 so that the terms in kineti energythat are di�erenes vanish. This mode might be thought of as� � �z1z2 + ��zy1zy2 : (3.41)This is a omplex mode (two real modes) orresponding to the extra degrees of free-dom living on the intersetion of the two branes.
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We now onsider the ase of � = 2. Here, (3.21) redues to�2�2K�=1 = �2�2K(�̂�=1) + 2�2" XJ�2;j;k�1J jbkJjj2 + Xj�2;J;K�1 jjKJjj2+ XJ;j;k�1 ���pk + 1bkJj �pj + 1bk+1J;j+1���2 + XJ;j;K�1 ���pK + 1kJj �pJ + 1K+1J+1;j���2+ XJ;k�2(J + k � 1)jb1Jkj2 +XJ�2(J � 1)jb1J+1;1j2 +Xk�2(k � 1)jb11;kj2+ Xj;K�2(j +K � 1)j1Kjj2 +Xj�2(j � 1)j11;j+1j2 +XK�2(K � 1)j1K;1j2+ Xk�2 kjbk+100 j2 +XK�2KjK+100 j2 +XK�2 jb1K1 + �K00j2 +Xk�2 j11k + �bk00j2� ��b111 + �100��2 � ��111 + �b100��2 # : (3.42)The zero modes, whih we will not write out expliitly, inlude our familiar entireholomorphi and anti-holomorphi deformations of the branes. More importantly,we now have unstable modes given by b111 + �100 6= 0 and 111 + �b100 6= 0 together withonstraints setting the terms that are di�erenes to zero. These two modes orrespondto moving the aforementioned `hole' away from the intersetion along either of thetwo branes. We also note that the above e�etive Hamiltonian has an additionalzero mode given by � = �(ây1)2 + ��(â1)2 (and similarly for â2), whih orrespondsto distorting the shape of the hole from the Gaussian ground state of a harmoniosillator into a squeezed state.3.5 Extension to Multiple BranesOur onstrution for two interseting D2-branes an easily be extended to a largernumber of branes.For example, let P̂K1 be a projetion operator orresponding to a stak of K branes65



at z1 = 0 and P̂L2 be a projetion operator orresponding to a stak of L branes atz2 = 0. This means that P̂K1 an be written as a sum of K projetion operatorsP̂K1 = KXi=1 p̂i1 (3.43)with p̂i1p̂j1 = Æij p̂i1, eah p̂i1 being a projetion operator for a single brane. Similarly,P̂L2 = LXi=1 p̂i2 : (3.44)Now, any operator of the form̂PK1 + P̂L2 � KXi=1 LXj=1 �ij p̂i1p̂j2 (3.45)for �ij = 1; 2 orresponds to an intersetion of these two staks.As another example, let us take R6 , i.e. three omplex dimensions. Let P̂12orrespond to a odimension-2 brane at z3 = 0, P̂23 orrespond to a odimension-2brane at z1 = 0 and P̂31 orrespond to a odimension-2 brane at z2 = 0. Then it anbe heked that̂P12 + P̂23 + P̂31 � �12P̂23P̂31 � �23P̂12P̂31 � �31P̂12P̂23+(�12 + �23 + �31 � � � 1)P̂12P̂23P̂31 (3.46)is a projetion operator orresponding to the intersetion of all three branes at apoint, provided we set �12; �23; �31; � 2 f1; 2g. It is straightforward, if a bit tedious,to extend this to any number of branes.
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Chapter 4
Gravity duals of nonloal �eldtheories
The gravity duals of nonloal �eld theories in the largeN limit exhibit a novel behaviornear the boundary. In this hapter, we present and study the gravity duals of dipoletheories { a partiular lass of nonloal theories with fundamental dipole �elds. Thenonloal interations are manifest in the metri of the gravity dual. We ompare thesituation to that in nonommutative SYM.The hapter begins with a brief introdution to the most studied gravity dual {the AdS-CFT orrespondene, followed by an introdution to its extension to non-ommutative SYM.4.1 IntrodutionThe AdS-CFT orrespondene is a remarkable idea that type IIB superstring theoryon a partiular bakground (AdS5 � S5) is dual, or equivalent, to a onformal �eldtheory, the N = 4 SYM. The idea was originally proposed in [83, 63, 121℄. For67



introdutory reviews, see for example [5, 78℄.N = 4 U(N) SYM theory lives on the world-volume of N oinident D3-branes.For large N and maximal supersymmetry, these branes are a heavy objet in type IIBsupergravity, with a metrids2 = H(r)� 12 �dt2 � dx21 � dx22 � dx23��H(r) 12 �dr2 + r2d
25� ; (4.1)where H(r) = 1 + �Rr �4 ; (4.2)and a onstant dilaton bakground � = �0. The geometry of this solution is suhthat the branes are at the end of a semi-in�nite throat at r ! 0. For large r, awayfrom the branes, the spae is at. For r �R, this metri beomesds2 = "� rR�2 �dt2 � dx21 � dx22 � dx23�� �Rr �2 dr2#�R2d
25 ; (4.3)whih is just the metri for AdS5 � S5 of equal radii, R. We an rewrite this metriin terms of u = R2=r,ds2 = "�Ru �2 �dt2 � dx21 � dx22 � dx23 � du2�#�R2d
25 : (4.4)At the boundary, whih is loated at u ! 0, r ! 1, the metri of AdS5 beomesin�nite. The boundary is desribed by lassial geometry, and quantum gravity onAdS5 orresponds to a loal �eld theory on a lassial spae [84, 63, 121, 5℄.The AdS-CFT onjeture is that type IIB string theory on the bakground givenby (4.4) is equivalent to the onformal �eld theory living on the worldvolume ofthe stak of D3-branes, namely N = 4 U(N) SYM. There are several di�erent ways68



of justifying this onjeture. A simple way to think about it is that there are twodi�erent but equivalent desriptions of a stak of D3-branes. One desription is viathe metri (4.2). In this desription, the branes themselves are desribed by thethroat region r ! 0, i.e. by the metri (4.4). The other, equivalent, desription is asan e�etive theory living on the branes themselves, whih is the CFT.What is the preise statement of orrespondene between these two theories?Consider any �eld living in the bulk, and the orresponding operator in the CFTliving on the branes, whih ats as a soure for the bulk �eld. For example, from theBorn-Infeld ation, we have an interation term [78℄Sint = p�� Z d4x tr�14�F 2��� (4.5)between the dilaton and trF 2. This means that a dilaton an be onverted into apair of gluons on the worldvolume. In general, we have a oupling between a bulk�eld �(x; u) and an operator O(x) in the CFT,Sint = Z d4x �(x; 0)O(x) : (4.6)The generating funtional of the onneted orrelation funtions of O in the CFTis onjetured to be equal to the extremum of the lassial string theory ation I,subjet to onstraints that the bulk �eld �(x; u) = �0(x) at u = RW [�0(x)℄ � heR d4x �0(x)O(x)i = Ij�(x;u=R)=�0(x) : (4.7)The exat point at whih the boundary onditions are imposed on the string theoryside is not important, sine the theory is onformally invariant and so any u = uuto�will do. One an think of uuto� as simply the UV regulator for the theory, sine the69



radial oordinate of AdS5 an be thought of as an energy sale of the gauge theory,with u! 0 being the UV region.We mentioned above that sine the metri ofAdS5 beomes in�nite at the bound-ary, the boundary is desribed by lassial geometry, and quantum gravity on AdS5orresponds to a loal �eld theory on a lassial spae. The AdS/CFT orrespondenean be extended to �eld theories on a nonommutative spae [72, 84, 7℄. The gravitydual for the large N limit of N = 4 SYM theory on a nonommutative R4 (NCSYM)with the nonommutativity in the 2; 3 diretions has the metri [72, 84℄ds2 = R2u2 (dt2 � dx21 � h(dx22 + dx23)� du2) ; (4.8)where h = u4u4+�2 with � = �23 the determining typial length sale in the theory. Herethe boundary, u ! 0, is no longer lassial. Indeed some omponents of the metritend to zero on the boundary.Our motivation in this hapter is to understand how nonloality in the �eld the-ory a�ets the metri of its gravity dual near the boundary. Unfortunately, �eldtheories on nonommutative spaes an be quite ompliated; they exhibit UV/IRmixing and nonloal behavior on varying sales. UV/IR mixing, whih means thathigh momentum is assoiated with large-sale nonloality and arbitrarily small mo-mentum introdues a new short-distane sale, an even obstrut the renormalizationproedure [86, 116℄. Although N = 4 NCSYM is a �nite theory and renormalizabilityis not an issue, nonommutative geometry doesn't appear to be the simplest way tointrodue nonloality. There is a simpler way.We study a lass of nonloal gauge �eld theories in whih some of the �eldsorrespond to dipoles of a onstant length. Suh theories were disussed in [17℄ inthe ontext of T-duality in nonommutative geometry. They were realized in string70



theory in a di�erent setting in [37℄. Also see [122, 29, 30℄ for previous appearanes ofsuh theories.At low energies these \dipole theories" an be desribed as a deformation ofN = 4SYM by a vetor operator of onformal dimension 5. This an be ompared to thedeformation by a tensor operator of onformal dimension 6 that desribes NCSYMat low energy [104, 81, 54℄. If the onformal dimension and the size of the Lorentzrepresentation is an indiation of simpliity, then it is reasonable to expet that dipoletheories might be simpler than NCSYM.The more interesting questions, however, hover in the UV region of the theory. Atdistanes shorter than the sale of the nonloality, we expet to �nd new phenomena.Our ultimate goal is to answer the following questions:� How is the nonloality of the dipole theory manifested in the boundary metri?� How does this manifestation of nonloality ompare to that of nonommutativegeometry? Are these features generi to the gravity duals of nonloal �eldtheories?In setion 4.6 we answer the �rst question for a partiularly simple dipole theory. Insetion 4.9, we show that this e�et is analogous to a feature of the supergravity dualof nonommutative geometry. We also make some omments about the nature of thesupergravity dual for generi nonloal theories.The partiular dipole theory that we study breaks supersymmetry entirely. Wehose to work with it beause the supergravity equations are simpli�ed. The fermionidegrees of freedom, however, require extra are. In fat, type-0 string theory with astrong RR �eld strength has to be used in order to orretly desribe the gravity dual[16℄.This hapter is organized as follows. In setion 4.2 we review the onstrution of71



dipole theories. In setion 4.3 we desribe a simple string theory realization of thesetheories and then alulate their gravity dual in setion 4.4. In setion 4.5 we studythe geometry of the gravity dual. In setion 4.6 we demonstrate the nonloality of theboundary. In setion 4.7 we ompute some orrelation funtions and show how theyexhibit some generi features of nonloality. In setion 4.8 we ompute the gravitydual for generi dipole theories. Finally, in setion 4.9 we disuss how the featureswe have found here might be generi to the supergravity duals of all nonloal �eldtheories.4.2 Dipole TheoriesDipole theories are nonloal �eld theories that also break Lorentz invariane. Theywere obtained in [17℄ by studying the T-duals of twisted �elds in nonommutativegauge theory. Below, we will desribe how to make a dipole theory out of an ordinary�eld theory.4.2.1 De�nitionWe start with a loal and Lorentz invariant �eld theory in d dimensions. In order toturn it into a nonloal theory we assign to every �eld �a a vetor L�a (� = 1 : : : d).We will all this the \dipole vetor" of the �eld.The �elds �a an be salars, fermions, or have higher spin. Next, we de�ne anonommutative produt(�1e?�2)x � �1(x� 12L2)�2(x + 12L1) : (4.9)It is easy to hek that this de�nes an assoiative produt provided that the vetor72



assignment is additive, that is, �1e?�2 is assigned the dipole vetor L1+L2. For CPTsymmetry, we will require that if � has dipole vetor L then the harge onjugate�eld, �y, is assigned the dipole vetor �L. We will also require that gauge �elds havezero dipole length.In order to onstrut the Lagrangian of the dipole theory we need to replaethe ordinary produt of �elds with the nonommutative e?-produt (4.9). In general,there might be some ordering ambiguity, but the theories we will onsider below areSU(N) gauge theories and have a natural ordering indued from the nonommutativeproduts of N �N matries.We have seen that the requirement of assoiativity translates into a requirement ofadditivity for the dipole vetors. One way to ensure this is to have a global onservedharge in the theory suh that a �eld �a has harge Qa. We then pik a onstantvetor L� and assign to every �eld �a (a = 1 : : : n, where n is the number of �eldsin the theory) the dipole vetor QaL�. More generally, we an have m global hargessuh that a �eld �a has the harges Qja (j = 1 : : :m). We an then pik a onstantd�m matrix ��j (� = 1 : : : d and j = 1 : : :m) and assign the �eld �a a dipole vetorPmj=1��jQja.Extending this de�nition by allowing Qa to be the momentum we see that non-ommutative Yang-Mills theory an also be thought of as a dipole theory. The matrix��j then beomes ��� (� = 1 : : : d) and is required to be antisymmetri. The dipolelengths are then both proportional to and transverse to the momentum [23, 123, 107℄.4.2.2 A Dipole Deformation of N = 4 SYMThe dipole theories that we study in the rest of this hapter an be obtained fromordinary SU(N) N = 4 SYM in 3+1D by turning the salars and fermions into dipole�elds. N = 4 SYM has 6 real salars in the representation 6 of the R-symmetry group73



SU(4) and 4 Weyl fermions in the representation 4 of SU(4). We will use the globalR-symmetry harges to determine the dipole vetors of the various �elds as follows.Pik 3 onstant ommuting elements V � 2 su(4) (� = 1 : : : 3 and we will not onsidertime-like dipole vetors in this hapter), where su(4) is the Lie algebra of SU(4).Take V � to have dimensions of length. Denote the matrix elements of V � in therepresentation 4 as Û�jk (j; k = 1 : : : 4). Here Û� is a traeless Hermitian 4�4 matrix.Denote the matrix elements of V � in the representation 6 as M�ab (a; b = 1 : : : 6). M�is a real antisymmetri 6� 6 matrix.Let u(l)a (a; l = 1 : : : 6) be an eigenvetor of M� with (real) eigenvalue ~L�l so thatPbM�abu(l)b = ~L�l u(l)a . u(l)a does not depend on � beause [M�;M� ℄ = 0. Let �a(a = 1 : : : 6) be the 6 real salar �elds of N = 4 SYM. Then the omplex valuedsalar �elds �(l) � Pa u(l)a �a are assigned a dipole vetor with omponents 2� ~L�l(� = 1 : : : d). Similarly, the fermioni �elds are assigned dipole vetors that aredetermined by the eigenvalues of the matries Û�.4.2.3 SupersymmetryThe dipole theories obtained fromN = 4 SYM in the previous subsetion are parame-terized by d onstant traeless Hermitian 4�4 matries Û�. For simpliity we will setÛ1 = Û2 = 0 and Û � Û3. Thus, the dipole vetors are all in the 3rd diretion. Thematrix Û has dimensions of length, and its eigenvalues determine the dipole vetorsof the various �elds. Let the eigenvalues be �1; �2; �3;�(�1 + �2 + �3). Then, thedipole vetors of the various salar �elds are given by �(�i + �j) (1 � i < j � 3).The number of supersymmetries that are preserved by the dipole theory is deter-mined by the rank r of Û :� If r = 4, then the theory is not supersymmetri at all.74



� If r = 3, there is one zero eigenvalue that we take by onvention to be �3 = 0,and the theory has N = 1 supersymmetry.� If r = 2, there are two zero eigenvalues that we take to be �2 = �3 = 0. Thetheory then has N = 2 supersymmetry. The vetor multiplet of N = 4 SYMdeomposes as a vetor multiplet and a hypermultiplet of N = 2 SYM. All the�elds in the N = 2 vetor multiplet have dipole vetor 0, and the �elds in thehypermultiplet have dipole vetors ��1.Beause we an realize dipole theories without supersymmetry, one might ask ifpoles similar to those disovered in [86, 116℄ might arise in the perturbative expansionof the theory. In fat, they do not. This an be seen by examining the expression of[86, 116℄ for the e�etive uto��e� ! 1p��2 + (�p)2 : (4.10)We reognize �p as the length of the dipoles in nonommutative geometry. Thus, theanalogous expression in our theory is�e� ! 1p��2 + L2 ; (4.11)whih, as it is independent of the momenta, gives rise to no new poles.4.3 String Theory Realization of Dipole TheoriesIn order to �nd the gravity dual of the large N limit of a partiular dipole theory, weneed to �nd a simple string theory realization for it. We now do this for a large lassof dipole theories. 75



In [37℄, a realization of dipole theories with N = 2 supersymmetry was suggestedusing D3-branes that probe the enter of a modi�ed Taub-NUT geometry. Whilethis realization is onvenient for a BPS analysis it is hard to extrat the gravity dualfrom it, and it is not obvious how to generalize it to dipole theories that break N = 2supersymmetry.Fortunately, the Taub-NUT spae that was used in [37℄ is not an essential in-gredient. We an �nd an alternative setting that has the same behavior near thebrane probes. This setting, whih we will desribe below, has the disadvantage thatthe geometry is not asymptotially Eulidean at in�nity. Nevertheless, it has beenonstruted in string theory [99℄ and is good for extrating the gravity duals thatwe seek. Other worldsheet CFTs that break Lorentz invariane have been studied in[39℄.The bakgrounds that we onsider are twisted versions of type-II string theory.They are related to the Melvin solution [85℄ and are in fat idential to the bak-grounds disussed in [48℄ and more reently in [36, 109℄. As was shown in [48℄, thetwisted bakgrounds are unstable, and the instability is similar to that disussed in[118℄. This instability is exponentially suppressed as gs ! 0 and is likely to be om-pletely absent when some supersymmetry is preserved. For the time being we willignore the instability. We will return to this point in the disussion.4.3.1 The T-dual of a TwistWe will �rst desribe a type-II bakground without branes and then later we will addthe brane probes. Consider type-IIA string theory on a spae that is R9;1 modded
76



out by the isometryU : (x0; x1; x2; x3; fx3+ag6a=1) 7! (x0; x1; x2; x3 + 2�R3; f 6Xb=1 Obax3+ag6a=1) : (4.12)Here O 2 SO(6) is an orthogonal matrix. The twisted ompati�ation is parame-terized by R3 and, beause we need to de�ne the ation on fermions, an element ofSpin(6) �= SU(4). This bakground is, in general, modi�ed by quantum orretions,but O and R3 are de�ned by their asymptoti values at in�nity. We will denote thisbakground by X(O;R3). Note that if R3 > 0, the isometry U has no �xed pointsand therefore O is not neessarily of �nite order.Now onsider probing X(O;R3) with D2-branes in diretions (x0; x1; x2) and thentaking the limit R3 ! 0 together with O = e 2�iR3M�0 , where M is a �nite matrix ofthe Lie algebra so(6) �= su(4) with dimensions of length, and �02� is the inverse stringtension.When M = 0, we an perform T-duality to transform the D2-branes into D3-branes. When M 6= 0, we will now show the low energy desription of the probe is adipole theory.4.3.2 Branes Probing Dual TwistsWe wish to �nd the low energy Lagrangian desribing D2-branes that probe thetwisted geometry of subsetion 4.3.1. The light degrees of freedom ome from thestrings with two Dirihlet boundary onditions, i.e., fundamental strings with endson the D2-branes. Beause R3 ! 0, we have to set the string osillators to theirground states, but the winding number an be arbitrary.To obtain the Lagrangian, we an adopt a proedure similar to the one desribedin [31, 108, 32℄ for nonommutative gauge theories. Also, the onstrution that we77



present here is reminisent of the onstrution in [44℄. In momentum spae, the ationof the dipole theory is obtained from the ation of N = 4 SYM by inserting ertainphases. Let �1(p1); : : : ;�n(pn) be �elds in the adjoint representation of U(N) andsuppose that N = 4 SYM has a term of the formtrf�1(p1) � � ��n(pn)g ; (4.13)in the Lagrangian (of ourse n � 4). The variables pi are the momenta. Let thedipole vetors of the �elds be L1; : : : ; Ln. We havenXi=1 Li = 0 ; nXi=1 pi = 0 : (4.14)The dipole theory is obtained from the ordinary N = 4 SYM theory by inserting thephases eiP1�i<j�n piLj (4.15)in front of terms like (4.13). Now let us onsider branes probing X(O;R3). Forsimpliity, let us assume that the twist, O, ats only on Z � X8 + iX9 as Z ! ei�Z.We will refer to the angular momentum orresponding to rotation in the Z-plane asthe Z-harge.In the ase that � = 0 we know that the theory on the D2-brane probe is N = 4SYM. The states with momentum along the 3rd diretion, in the SYM theory, orre-spond to winding states along the 3rd diretion in the string theory setting.Now let us turn on the twist, �. Consider a string dis amplitude that alulatesthe interation of n open string states with winding numbers w1; : : : ; wn and with Z-harges q1; : : : ; qn. The worldsheet theory has a global U(1) symmetry orrespondingto the Z harge. The string vertex operators that orrespond to the external states78
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Figure 4.1: An r-point amplitude with vertex operators that arry winding numbers.It requires r uts on the worldsheet.are harged under this U(1) symmetry. The dis worldsheet has uts that emanatefrom the external vertex operators on the boundary. Along the jth ut, the worldsheet�eld Z jumps by a phase ei�qj . We an rede�ne the �eld Z to be ontinuous, but thenthere will be additional phases oming from the vertex operators on the boundary. Itis easy to see that this phase is ei�P1�i<j�n wiqj : (4.16)This is illustrated in �gure 4.1. It agrees with (4.15) beauseLj = �0 �R3 qj ; pj = �0�1R3wj : (4.17)In 3+1D, the photon of the U(1) � U(N) enter of the gauge group is likely to79



beome massive via a dynamial mehanism similar to the one desribed in [46℄ forquiver theories, so that the gauge group is atually just SU(N), but we will ignorethis for the time being.4.4 Supergravity Solution for a Twisted BraneWe now turn to the task of desribing the supergravity duals of these dipole theories.We will use the string theory realization of dipole theories as desribed in the previoussetion.We will �nd the exat lassial supergravity solutions in four steps:1. We start with the D3-brane solution of type-IIB lassial supergravity and om-patify one of the diretions parallel to the D3-branes. We will all it the 3rddiretion.2. We perform T-duality on the 3rd diretion to obtain a solution that desribesD2-branes in type-IIA. The solution, however, will be translationally invariantalong the 3rd diretion, and, as suh, it desribes smeared rather than loalizedD2-branes.3. We now insert a transverse SO(6) twist into the geometry by hand. This isaomplished by simply hanging the boundary onditions for the 6 transverseoordinates as we omplete a irle around the 3rd diretion. Loally, the metriis unhanged.4. Finally, we use T-duality to turn the smeared D2-branes bak to D3-branes.We will restrit ourselves mostly to ases where all the dipole vetors of the �eldsin the theory are oriented in the same diretion. This was diretion 3 above. In80



setion 4.8 we present the generalization for generi dipole vetors. We now turn tothe details.4.4.1 The Type-IIB D3-BraneFirst, the onventions. We work in the (+;�; : : : ;�) metri. Greek indies are�; � = 0 : : : 2. The time diretion is t = x0. The diretion that we T-dualize isthe 3rd. The remaining diretions, perpendiular to the brane, are labeled by romanindies a; b = 4 : : : 9. All metris will be in string frame.We start with the metri for a D3-brane (note that all the x's have dimensions oflength) ds2str = H� 12 (dt2 � dx21 � dx22 � dx23)�H 12 (Æabdxadxb) ; (4.18)where H = 1 + R4r4 ; R4 = 4�gsN�02; r2 = Æabxaxb ; (4.19)and we have the following bakgrounds for the RR 4-from potential and the dilatonrespetively C(4)0123 = �H�1; e2� = e2�0 : (4.20)Next, we ompatify along x3 with radius R3 � R. The metri is nowds2 = H� 12 (dt2 � Æ��dx�dx� � R2dx̂23)�H 12 (Æabdxadxb) : (4.21)Note that x̂3 is now dimensionless and periodi x̂3 � x̂3 + 2�.
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4.4.2 A Smeared D2-Brane with a TwistWe now T-dualize around x3. Following [24, 25, 19℄, we haveC(3)012 = 83H�1 e2(���0) = �0R2H 12ds2 = H� 12 (dt2 � dx21 � dx22)�H 12 ��02R2 dx̂23 + dx24 + � � �+ dx29� : (4.22)This is a smeared D2-brane. We an now add a twist to the transverse diretionsx4; � � � ; x9 as we travel around the irle x3. In partiular, we take an element of theLie algebra so(6), 
ab, and hange the metri tods2 = H� 12 (dt2 � dx21 � dx22)� H 12 8<:�02R�2dx̂23 +Xa  dxa �Xb 
abxbdx̂3!29=; : (4.23)We an expand this out, givingds2 = H� 12 (dt2 � dx21 � dx22)� H 12 n(�02R�2 + ~x>
>
~x)dx̂23 + d~x>d~x� 2d~x>
~x dx̂3o ; (4.24)where ~x is the vetor formed by xa (a = 4 : : : 9).
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4.4.3 And Bak to the D3-BraneOne again, we apply the T-duality formulae (reall that x̂3 is dimensionless, whileall the other oordinates have dimension of length)ds2 = H� 12 �dt2 � dx21 � dx22 � �02�02R�2 + ~x>
>
~xdx̂23�� H 12 �d~x>d~x� (d~x>
~x)2�02R�2 + ~x>
>
~x� : (4.25)We also have C(4)3012 = H�1Xa B3̂adxa = � d~x>
~x�02R�2 + ~x>
>
~xe2(���0) = 11 + �0�2R2~x>
>
~x ; (4.26)whih we will address later on.De�ning ~x = rn̂ so that kn̂k = 1, our metri beomesds2 = H� 12 �dt2 � dx21 � dx22 � �02�02R�2 + r2n̂>
>
n̂dx̂23�� H 12 �dr2 + r2dn̂>dn̂� r4�02R�2 + r2n̂>
>
n̂(n̂>
>dn̂)2� : (4.27)4.4.4 The Near-Horizon LimitIn these oordinates, the horizon is at r = 0, and so the near-horizon limit is r small.We an therefore approximateH 12 =r1 + R4r4 � �Rr �2 : (4.28)
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Substituting this into the metri, we obtainds2 = (r=R)2�dt2 � dx21 � dx22 � �02�02R�2 + r2n̂>
>
n̂dx̂23�� R2r2 dr2 �R2 �dn̂>dn̂� 1�02(rR)�2 + n̂>
>
n̂(n̂>
>dn̂)2� : (4.29)Finally, we make the substitution u = R2=rds2 = R2u2 �dt2 � dx21 � dx22 � u2( uR)2 + �2n̂>
>
n̂dx̂23��R2du2u2� R2�dn̂>dn̂� �2( uR)2 + �2n̂>
>
n̂(n̂>
>dn̂)2� ; (4.30)where �2 � R4�02 = 4�g2YMN . The dilaton and the NSNS 2-form �eld areXa B3̂adn̂a = � �2u2R2 + �2n̂>
>
n̂dn̂>
n̂ ;e2(���0) = 11 + R2u2 �2n̂>
>
n̂ : (4.31)Now we take the limit R ! 1 keeping R
 = M �xed. We also rede�ne x̂3 = x3R .Note that x3, u and M have dimensions of length. We �ndds2 = R2u2 �dt2 � dx21 � dx22 � du2 � u2u2 + �2n̂>M>Mn̂dx23�� R2�dn̂>dn̂� �2u2 + �2n̂>M>Mn̂(n̂>M>dn̂)2� : (4.32)The NSNS 2-form �eld and the dilaton areXa B3adn̂a = � �2u2 + �2n̂>M>Mn̂dn̂>Mn̂ ;e2(���0) = u2u2 + �2n̂>M>Mn̂ : (4.33)84



Given this form of the metri it is not obvious that the region Rr � 1 indeed de-ouples from the bulk, as we have assumed. In priniple, one an alulate satteringamplitudes for gravitons as in [65, 64℄. In some ases one an see from the satteringamplitudes that the bulk does not deouple (see for instane [6℄).In our ase, the geometry is strongly oupled when u is small, as will be disussedin more detail in subsetion 4.6.1, and evaluating the sattering amplitudes is diÆult.Nevertheless, there is no reason to expet that the bulk will not deouple. The dipole-theories desribe well de�ned renormalizable theories that do not require additionaldegrees of freedom in the UV.4.5 The Geometry of the SupergravityWe now investigate some of the geometrial features of the metri (4.32). The keythings to note are the behavior of x3 oordinate and the S5 as a funtion of u. We�rst disuss the generi behavior and then give a detailed analysis of a useful speialase that will oupy us for the remainder of the hapter. General deformations ofthe S5 were also studied in a slightly di�erent ontext in [50℄.4.5.1 The BoundaryThe behavior near the boundary is governed by the rank ofM . For maximal rank, thequadrati funtion n̂>M>Mn̂ is always positive de�nite. It has 12 loal extrema onS5. These onsist of pairs of antipodal points { eah pair orresponds to an eigenvetorof M>M with the two (�) sign options. The metri (4.32) is asymptotially AdS4�S1�S5 where the S5 is deformed, and both the S1 and S5 are small ompared to theAdS.If the rank ofM is less than maximal, the quadrati form n̂>M>Mn̂ has a lous of85



zeroes. This lous is Sr�1 where r = 2; 4 are the possible nonzero values for the rank.Loally on the zero lous, the metri is indistinguishable from ordinary AdS5 � S5.This should be related to the fat that some salar �elds do not have a dipole length.We do not laim to understand the exat onnetion.The metri on S5 beomes degenerate as u ! 0. For M of maximal rank, themetri on S5 at u = 0 is ds2 = R2dn̂>dn̂� R2(n̂>M>dn̂)2n̂>M>Mn̂ : (4.34)Let n̂, a unit vetor in R6 , parameterize a point p 2 S5. Then Mn̂ de�nes a diretionin the tangent spae TpS5, sine n̂>Mn̂ = 0. It is easy to see that the metri isdegenerate along this diretion. Thus, Mn̂ de�nes a vetor �eld on S5 along whihthe metri is degenerate. This is the vetor �eld indued by the in�nitesimal SO(6)ation on S5 given by M 2 so(6). To analyze the degenerate S5 further we need toknow more about the eigenvalues of M . Let the eigenvalues be �i�1;�i�2;�i�3. If�1 = �2 = �3 then the ow lines of the vetor �eld Mn̂ are losed irles. S5 an bedesribed as a irle bundle over C P2, and the vetor �eld is along the irle. At u = 0the S5 then shrinks to C P2. This partiular ase will be disussed more extensivelyin the next setion. For the general ase, we an identify R6 with C 3 and introduethe following oordinates(z1; z2; z3) = �ei�r os �p1 + r2 ; ei�r sin �p1 + r2 ; eip1 + r2� : (4.35)In these oordinates, the deformation of the sphere only a�ets the three oordinates�, � and . The vetor Mn̂ is solely along this torus and, for generi ratios betweenthese angles, the ow is dense in this torus. However, this is not a true �bration, andto avoid suh ompliations we will only work with the simpler ase.86



4.5.2 The Hopf FibrationThe ase when all three eigenvalues of M are equal is the ase where all of the salar�elds have the same dipole length. The analysis of the UV behavior of the theorywill signi�antly simplify in this situation.We set 12 ~L � �1 = �2 = �3 and
M =

0BBBBBBBBBBBBBB�
0 �~L 0 0 0 0~L 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 �~L 0 00 0 ~L 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 �~L0 0 0 0 ~L 0

1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCA : (4.36)
For ~L 6= 0, this hoie of M breaks all of the supersymmetry but it preserves aU(3) � SO(6) subgroup of the R-symmetry. The advantage of this hoie of M isthat the fator n̂>M>Mn̂ = ~L2 is independent of n̂. Aording to the de�nition ofM in subsetion 4.2.2, the bosons have dipole lengths �2� ~L, three of the fermionshave dipole lengths �� ~L and the remaining (omplex) fermion has length �3� ~L.We now write the metri on the deformed S5 expliitly. Let a unit vetor n̂ whihparameterizes S5 in C 3 be given byn̂ =  eip1 + j�j2 + j�j2 ; ei�p1 + j�j2 + j�j2 ; ei�p1 + j�j2 + j�j2! : (4.37)with � and � omplex. Thus, the S5 is given as a irle �bration parametrized by over C P2 parametrized by � and �. This is the famed Hopf �bration. The advantageof these oordinates is that the vetor Mn̂ points along the diretion of the �ber for87



M given as in (4.36).It an be shown that the metri on a regular S5 is in these oordinatesdn̂>dn̂ = jd�j2 + jd�j21 + j�j2 + j�j2 � j��d� + ��d�j2(1 + j�j2 + j�j2)2+ �d + Im(��d� + ��d�)1 + j�j2 + j�j2 �2 ; (4.38)where the �rst 2 terms desribe the Fubini-Study metri on C P2.For our deformed sphere, the metri isdn̂>dn̂� �2(n̂>M>dn̂)2u2 + �2n̂>M>Mn̂ =jd�j2 + jd�j21 + j�j2 + j�j2 � j��d�+ ��d�j2(1 + j�j2 + j�j2)2 +u2u2 + �2 ~L2 �d + Im(��d� + ��d�)1 + j�j2 + j�j2 �2 : (4.39)The 5� 5 determinant of the above metri an be alulated to bedet g = � u2u2 + �2 ~L2� 1(1 + j�j2 + j�j2)6 (4.40)Thus, the salient features of our deformed S5 are as follows� It has the struture of an S1 (Hopf) �bration over a base C P2. An SU(3)subgroup of SO(6) ats freely on C P2.� Invariane of the metri of the deformed S5 under U(3) � SO(6) implies thatthe metri on the base C P2 is independent of the position, and the metri onthe �ber S1 is similarly homogeneous due to the U(1) isometry whih rotatesthe �bers.
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� The radius of the �ber is independent of the C P2 oordinate and is given by�(u) = R upu2 + �2 ~L2 : (4.41)� The volume of C P2 is onstant and given byVolume(C P2) = �22 R4 : (4.42)Finally, in these oordinates, the NSNS 2-form is given byB = � �2 ~Lu2 + �2 ~L2dx3 ^  : (4.43)Here  is the global angular 1-form of the Hopf �bration. In the notation of (4.38),it is given by  = d + Im(��d� + ��d�)1 + j�j2 + j�j2 : (4.44)The 3-form �eld strength is given byH = dB = � �2 ~Lu2 + �2 ~L2dx3 ^ d + �2 ~Lu(u2 + �2 ~L2)2du ^ dx3 ^  : (4.45)Here d is the losed harmoni 2-form that generates H2(C P2;Z).4.6 Nonloality in the Supergravity DualIn this setion, we will show how the nonloality of the �eld theory is manifested inthe geometry of the boundary of the supergravity. We will ontinue to work with thespeial ase desribed above in 4.5.2. In this situation, as desribed in that setion,the �ber shrinks to zero size on the boundary, and, as suh, should be T-dualized89



to obtain a lassial desription. This will make the dipole nature of the nonloalityevident.4.6.1 T-duality of the FiberAs we approah the boundary of our solution, u ! 0, the volume of the base C P2remains a onstant. However, the irle �bered along it shrinks to zero size. Notethat the dilaton also approahes zero sinee2(���0) = u2u2 + �2 ~L2 : (4.46)It is easy to see that the urvature of the deformed S5 is still of the order of magnitudeof 1R2 , even when u � �~L. However, when �(u) beomes of the order of magnitudeof the string length, �01=2, we annot trust the supergravity approximation anymore.This happens when u � �01=2R�1�~L = �1=2 ~L.Sine the irle shrinks to zero, we have to perform T-duality on that diretion.There is a subtlety that ompliates matters when we onsider fermions [16℄, but wewill naively apply the standard T-duality formulae anyway.Again using the equations of [24, 25, 19℄, we obtain type-IIA with the metrids2 = R2u2 (dt2 � dx21 � dx22 � du2)� R2u2 (dx3 + ~Ld)2 � �02R2 d2�(onstant C P2) : (4.47)We also have e2� = e2�0� =r g3s4�N ;Xb Hu3bdxb = � �2 ~Lu(u2 + �2 ~L2)2 Im(��d� + ��d�)1 + j�j2 + j�j2 : (4.48)90



where H is the 3-form NSNS �eld strength. In addition, there is a non-trivial RR4-form �eld strength whih we will not write down. Note that the type-IIA dilatonbeomes a onstant. Despite the ominous fator �02R2 � 1 in (4.47), we see that type-IIA supergravity is a good approximation. No two points that are loser than �01=2are identi�ed. The only identi�ation is(: : : ; x3; ) � (: : : ; x3;  + 2�) (4.49)and the distane between those two points is large when u! 0.4.6.2 Nonloality on the BoundaryThe metri in equation (4.47) is a striking manifestation of the nonloality of the�eld theory in the boundary metri. It desribes the x3 diretion �bered over a smallirle of radius �0R parameterized by . The proper distane between the point withoordinates (x3; ) and the point with oordinates (x3 + 2� ~L; ) � (x3;  � 2�) is2��0R whih is of stringy sale. On the other hand, the proper distane between (x3; )and (x3 + �; ) is of order Ru ! 1 when � is not an integer multiple of 2� ~L andu! 0. In the �eld theory, this is translated into nonloal interations between �eldsat points that are separated by a distane of L = 2� ~L. If we think of the matterontent of the dual SYM theory as onstituting momentum modes along the S5, then,after T-duality, the nonloality should be reeted in the winding number around theT-dual irle. This is exatly what we see here.The metri (4.47) also shows that the 4D superonformal group is restored sinethe new oordinate x3 + ~L an be attahed to the AdS4 part of the metri to formAdS5. This is to be expeted beause the nonloal interations have a minimaldistane L. At short distanes the viinity of eah point should look like a 4D CFT91



and the interations with �elds at distane L seems like an interation with extradegrees of freedom outside the small neighborhood of the point.4.6.3 A Note on Momentum ConservationIt is interesting to note that, beause S5 is ontratible, the winding number alongthe S1 �ber is not onserved. This is equivalent to the fat that the �bration has anontrivial �rst Chern lass. In order to ontrat the irle, however, one needs to pullit around a nontrivial 2-yle of the base C P2. So, a onrete proess that violateswinding number onservation is to start with a small string on C P2 and then to grad-ually inrease its size until it extends around the equator of a topologially nontrivialC P1 �= S2 inside C P2. Then we ontrat the string along the other hemisphere of theC P1. At the end of the proess, the string is wound around the �ber S1. This proessrequires energy sales of the order of the irumferene of the equator of the C P1,i.e., E � R=�0Beause of this, after T-duality, momentum along the -diretion also must notbe onserved. After T-duality, the -irle is �bered trivially over the C P2. Instead,we have a 3-form NSNS �eld strength, Hab, along the irle and two diretions insidethe C P2. It is easy to see that Hab is proportional to d^! where ! is the harmoni2-form on C P2.The proess that violates momentum onservation along the -diretion is thesame as before. We start with a pointlike string inside C P2 and deform it to goaround a nontrivial 2-yle inside C P2 and then shrink it bak to a point. Let X(�; �)be the losed path of the string as a funtion of time � and string oordinate 0 �� � 2�. Note that when both � and � vary, the funtion X(�; �) spans a surfaethat is homologially equivalent to the nontrivial 2-yle inside C P2. The violationof momentum onservation is due to the \magneti" fores on a moving string in the92



presene of an H = dB �eld strength. The total -momentum transfer isZ F(�)d� = Z Hab��Xa��Xbd�d� = Z ! = 1 : (4.50)The RHS is the integral of the 2-form ! along the nontrivial 2-yle.4.7 Correlation FuntionsIn a loal �eld theory, orrelation funtions of operators, hO(x)O(y)i, have short dis-tane singularities when x! y. In dipole theories, we expet a singularity to appearalso when x! y � Li, where Li is one of the harateristi vetors of nonloality asin setion 4.2. In the speial ase we study in this hapter, the length of the har-ateristi vetors of the salars is L = 2� ~L. For operators O(x) that have no dipolelength of their own (for example trfF 2��g) we therefore expethO(x)O(y)i �!x!y+L Cjx� y � Lj2� (4.51)and then in momentum spae we expet to �nd a term that behaves likehO(k)yO(k)i �!k!1 Ceik�Lk4�2� : (4.52)For operators O(x) that do have a length we expet the behavior of the orrelationfuntion to be more ompliated sine the operators ontain nonloal Wilson lines. Itis likely that the orrelation funtions exhibit an exponential behavior� ep(onst)jk3jLanalogous to that of nonommutative geometry [59, 98℄. 1 For the rest of this disus-sion we will restrit ourselves to operators O(x) with dipole length zero.1We are grateful to M. Rozali for a disussion on this point.93



We an use the AdS/CFT orrespondene to ompute these orrelation funtionsin the large N limit. We will restrit ourselves to the speial ase where the R-symmetry is broken from Spin(6) down to U(3), as in setion 4.5.2. Beause theAdS/CFT orrespondene diretly probes the nonperturbative nature of the �eldtheory, it is perhaps a bit too muh to expet to see the exat form above, but, in thelimit of high momentum along the dipole diretion, a sign of nonloality would be arapid osillation in the orrelation funtion in momentum spae.It is, in general, a diÆult problem to deouple the �elds on a nontrivial bak-ground suh as any of the examples in this hapter. Following [59℄, we will simplypostulate that there exists a massless salar living on our spaetime.2 In partiular,it should satisfy the �eld equation�� �e�2�pdet g g�����(~x; u)� = 0 ; (4.53)where ~x = (t; x1; x2; x3).This is still quite a diÆult problem to solve, but we will soon see how it an besimpli�ed. In partiular, we reall the determinant of the metri of the sphere, (4.40),in the Hopf �bration oordinates. Inluding the AdS portion of the metri, we havedet g = R20 � u2u2 + �2 ~L2�2 u�10 1(1 + j�j2 + j�j2)6 : (4.54)We immediately see that this fators into a ontribution that depends on the sphereand one that depends on the AdS. Thus, beause our metri is blok diagonal, wean hoose our salar �eld to be onstant on the sphere, and all ontributions from thesphere will anel out of our equations. Another happy fat is that the ontributionfrom the dilaton exatly anels the u2=(u2 + �2 ~L2) term reduing this to almost the2We are grateful to I.R. Klebanov for explaining the relevant issues to us.94



standard massless �eld equation on AdS spae.As usual, the most interesting part of the equation omes from the u oordinate,so we write �(~x; u) = '(u)ei~k�~x : (4.55)Then ' satis�es the following equationu3�u� 1u3�u'(u)�+ k2 � (�k3 ~L)2u2 !'(u) = 0 : (4.56)If we expand this, we obtain'00 � 3u'0 + k2 � (�k3 ~L)2u2 !' = 0 : (4.57)We reognize this as the equation for a massive �eld in ordinary AdS spae withmR = �k3 ~L. Thus, we an opy the �nal result from equation (44) of [63℄hO(k)O(q)i = �(2�)4Æ4(k + q)N28�2 �(1� �)�(�) �kR2 �2�R�4 ; (4.58)where � =q4 + (k3 ~L)2.Let us now take the limit that k3 !1. In this limit, we havehO(k)O(�k)i � 1sin(��) �(kR=2)��(�) �2 k3!1� �k3 ~L� jkjeR2�k3 ~L�2�k3 ~Lsin(��k3 ~L) : (4.59)It exhibits an osillatory behavior but not quite what we have antiipated. We ex-peted the wavelength of the nonloal behavior to be an integer multiple of the dipolelength. This is not what we observe here. This is a puzzling phenomenon, but it isonsistent with the observation from the supergravity dual that the sale of the non-95



loality is atually �~L rather than just ~L. Sine �~L >> ~L there is no immediateontradition. It ould be that in the large � limit the dominant ontribution tothe nonloal behavior of the orrelation funtion omes from the nonloality on sale[�℄ ~L (where [�℄ is the integer that is losest to �). It is important to realize, however,that the supergravity approximation eases to be valid when u < �01=2R�1, as weexplained in subsetion 4.6.1. This suggests that the above alulation may not beentirely valid. This is worthy of further investigation.4.8 Generi Orientation of the Dipole VetorsIn setion 4.4 we promised to desribe the supergravity solution for generi dipoletheories where the various dipole vetors are not all along the same diretion. Inorder to avoid lutter, we will set �0 = 1 in this setion.We start with a D3-brane extended in the 0123 diretions, ompati�ed on a T 3with radii (R1; R2; R3): The relevant non-zero �elds areds2 = 1pH �dt2 � (R1dx1)2 � (R2dx2)2 � (R3dx3)2��pH(dxa)2C0123 = � 1H' = '0 ; (4.60)where H = 1 + R4r4 r2 � (xa)2 : (4.61)The roman indies a; b; : : : run from 4 to 9, and we use greek indies to indiatethe ompati�ed diretions 1,2,3. Starting from the solution (4.60), we perform theT-duality transformation three times, in the three ompati�ed diretions using theformulae of [24, 25, 19℄. The answer, whih is a D0-brane smeared over the T-dual96



torus T 3 : (R�11 ; R�12 ; R�13 ), isds2 = 1pHdt2 �pH  �dx1R1 �2 + �dx2R2 �2 + �dx3R3 �2!�pH(dxa)2C(1)0 = � 4He2(��'0) = H3=2R21R22R23 : (4.62)Now, we introdue the three twists, by replaingdxa �! dxa �X� (
�abxb)dx� ; (4.63)where (
�)> = �
� are ommuting elements of SO(6). The metri with the twist isds2 = 1pHdt2 �pH  �dx1R1 �2 + �dx2R2 �2 + �dx3R3 �2!� pH �dxa � (
�abxb)dx��2 : (4.64)We T-dualize three times to get bak the metri for a D3-brane with a dipole theoryliving on it. De�neM� � R�
� (no ontration over �) and xa � rn̂a where n̂>n̂ = 1.With some work, the metri turns out to be (here and below there is no ontrationin terms like R�dx�)ds2 = 1pHdt2 �pHdr2 (4.65)� 1pH ������� �Æ�� + r2(m�)>m�� �Æ�� + r2(m�)>m��2D (Rdx)(R�dx�)� pH(r2dnTdn)+ pH  r4������� �Æ�� + r2(m�)>m�� �Æ�� + r2(m�)>m�� �((m)>dn)((m�)>dn)�2D ! :
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where we have de�nedD � 16������� �Æ�� + r2(m�)>m�� �Æ�� + r2(m�)>m�� �Æ� + r2(m)>m�� (4.66)and m� �M�n̂ : (4.67)The other nonzero �elds areC(4)0123 = 1HB(1)�a dx�^dn̂a = �pHj�dx^rm�dn̂R� (4.68)= r������� �Æ�� + r2(m�)>m�� �Æ�� + r2(m�)>m�� �(Rdx)^((m�)>dn̂)�2De2('�'0) = 1D :For M1 = M2 = 0 this redues to the answers for a single twist. It is interestingto ask what happens when the twists, M�, do not ommute. In this situation, theRii salar of the twisted metri (4.64) has a �eld strength term, and thus the metriis no longer a solution to the supergravity equations.4.9 DisussionWe have shown how the nonloality of dipole theories is manifested in the super-gravity dual. We disovered that the metri beomes degenerate at the boundary ofthe spaetime and that this ould be used to expliitly demonstrate the nonloality.Although this feature of the metri was shown using the naive T-duality to type-IIAand, as was argued in [16℄, one atually gets type-0A with a strong RR �eld strength,we believe that the metri still has this general struture. This should be a generi98



feature of the supergravity duals of nonloal �eld theories. It is not a surprising re-sult. Nonloality, when realized in some limit of string theory, annot be a purelysupergravity e�et. The nonloality must be a result of the inlusion of some stringydegrees of freedom on the boundary. The degeneray of the metri in string framemeans that we annot treat the boundary as lassial, and this is the soure of thenonloality.It is worthwhile to ompare this situation to that in nonommutative geometryto see if we an distill some more general features of the supergravity dual. Thedisussion that follows has some features in ommon with [44℄,[73, 76, 8, 100℄. 3Reall that the metri of the supergravity dual of NCSYM is [72, 84℄ (ignoringdimensionless onstants)ds2 = 1u2 �dt2 � dx21 � u4u4 + �2 �dx22 + dx23�� du2� : (4.69)The other �elds are e2� = u4u4 + �2B23 = � �u4 + �2 :We see that both the seond and third diretions go to zero length on the boundary,indiating some sort of stringy e�et. Note that here, the degeneray is in the AdSpart of the metri indiating that the nonloality is part of the spae that the �eldtheory lives on. This is in ontrast to our dipole theories where the degeneray is onthe S5 indiating that the nonloality is part of the �eld ontent of the theory.Following the same proedure as in 4.6.2, we ompatify these diretions and T-3We are grateful to A. Hashimoto for pointing out some of these referenes and for disussingthis with us. 99



dualize along one of them, say the seond. As before, the presene of the B-�eld givesrise to ross terms in the metri. Spei�ally, after T-duality, we have, isolating the2 and 3 diretionsds2 = (u4 + �2)dx22u2 + 2�dx2dx3u2 + u2 + �2u�2u4 + �2 dx23 : (4.70)If we take the u! 0 limit, we an rewrite this asds2 = 1u2 (�dx2 + dx3)2 (4.71)This has almost the same form as the metri we obtained in setion 4.6.1. When wetraverse the 2-irle, the above oordinate gets shifted by �. As T-duality interhangesmomentum with winding, we interpret this as a dipole in the 3 diretion with lengthequal to � times the momentum. This is exatly the situation in NCSYM.What are the general features of the supergravity duals of nonloal �eld theoriesthat we an infer from this?� The metri beomes degenerate on the boundary of AdS.� The NSNS 2-form �eld has a omponent along the degenerate diretion.� We an (perhaps after ompati�ation) T-dualize along this diretion.� After T-duality, the NSNS 2-form �eld indues o�-diagonal terms in the metrithat an be interpreted as a �bration over a string sale irle.� The nonloality of the �eld theory is manifested by the shift in the new oordi-nate as we go around the string sale irle.While these features may not be generi for all nonloal theories, it is not unreasonableto assume that they may be generi for the generalized dipole theories mentioned100



at the end of setion 4.2.1 of whih both the dipoles disussed here and those ofnonommutative geometry are a speial ase. In [17℄ a generalization of dipoles tothe ase of the (2,0) theory was proposed where, instead of onstant length dipoles,there are onstant area \dispoles". This should have a supergravity dual of the fromAdS7 � S4. It would be interesting to investigate the e�ets of nonloality on thesupergravity in this situation.Before onluding let us return to a loose end from the beginning of setion 4.3.We mentioned that the twisted string theory bakgrounds are unstable if supersym-metry is broken. This instability was disussed in [48, 36, 109℄ and is related tothe instability of Kaluza-Klein ompati�ations without supersymmetry [118℄. Insetion 4.5.2 we used a nonsupersymmetri twisted theory, and we therefore expetit to be unstable. However, the probability for deay per unit time and volume isexponentially suppressed as gs ! 0. In the large N limit (keeping gsN �xed) we antherefore assume that the bakground is stable. It is interesting to ask whether thedipole �eld theory on the probe is also unstable. We will not address this questionhere. One possibility suggested by O. Aharony is that a potential is generated on theCoulomb branh of the dipole �eld theory that makes the origin unstable. This isurrently under investigation.
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Chapter 5
M(atrix)-Theory Sattering on theNonommutative Five-brane
In this hapter, we study the quantum mehanis on the hyper-K�ahler manifold thatis the blow-up of an A1-singularity. This system is relevant for M(atrix)-theory as itwas onjetured to desribe sattering in the \nonommutative" deformation of thesuperonformal (2,0) theory living on the worldvolume of a stak of k �ve-branes,whih is a free 5+1D tensor multiplet. We study the M(atrix)-model in the setorwith two units of longitudinal light-like momentum.5.1 IntrodutionAs was mentioned in setion 1.3, the �ve-brane of M-theory is not a very well under-stood objet.A single �ve-brane is desribed at low energies by a free tensor multiplet withN = (2; 0) supersymmetry. An extension of the free tensor multiplet to an interatingtheory has been suggested in [4℄ and [89, 20℄. It was motivated by the string theory102



realization [34, 44℄ of gauge theories on a nonommutative R4 . This onjetured 5+1Dtheory breaks Lorenz invariane expliitly. It is assumed to depend on a onstant anti-self-dual 3-form parameter �ijk of dimension (Mass)�3. At low energies the theoryredues to the free tensor multiplet.In [104℄ a onsistent limit of the �ve-brane with a strong 3-form �eld-strength waspresented and it was suggested that at low-energies this limit desribes a deouplednonommutative (2; 0)-theory. This is similar to the nonommutative theory obtainedon a D-brane in the presene of a magneti �eld. For a single D4-brane, the ation ofthe worldvolume U(1) gauge-theory on a nonommutative R4 an be expanded as thefree ation plus terms that are of higher order (in the nonommutativity) and dependonly on the magneti �eld �eld and its derivatives [104℄. Similarly, the equations ofmotion of the nonommutative (5+1)D theory an, presumably, be expanded in �ijk.We will derive the leading terms in setion 5.2.For a stak of �ve-branes, the low energy theory whih lives on the world-volumeof these branes is a superonformal U(k) gauge theory with (2; 0) supersymmetries.The theory ontains k tensor multiplets, eah onsisting of �ve salars, a self-dual�eld strength (with 3 independent omponents) and a (eight-dimensional) fermion,see [3℄ and referenes within.One of the exiting features about the interating nonommutative theory is thatit has a onjetured M(atrix)-model [15℄ that is desribed in terms of a quantummehanis on a nonsingular spae [4, 89, 20℄.Reall that M-theory, when ompati�ed on a small irle, beomes type IIA stringtheory. Considering this dual type IIA theory helps larify the problem of the �ve-branes. When we ompatify, on a diretion parallel to the �ve-branes, the dualitybetween M-theory and type IIA theory turns �ve-branes into D4-branes. These D4-branes are desribed by a U(k) gauge theory. Boosting the original M-theory along103



the ompat diretion by N units of ompat momentum produes N D0-branes. Itis known that D0-branes an bind to D4-branes; in fat, N D0-branes bound to kD4-branes an be thought of as N instantons in the U(k) gauge theory living on thek D4-branes [43℄. The orret Matrix model for the (2; 0)k theory is thus SUSY QM,and the target spae on whih it `lives' must be the spae MN;k of N instantons ofU(k) theory on R4 [3, 4℄. This spae an be obtained by the usual ADHM [4, 9, 89℄onstrution, and is given by [89, 20℄0B�[X;Xy℄ + [Y; Y y℄ + ZyZ �W yW = 0[X; Y ℄ + ZyW = 01CA =U(N) ; (5.1)where X,Y are omplex N � N matries; Z,W are omplex k � N matries and theation of U(N) whih we must quotient out by hand isX ! gXg�1 ; Y ! gY g�1 ; Z ! Zgy ; W !Wg? : (5.2)Due to the U(N) quotient, the manifoldMN;k is singular at the origin. This singu-larity, arising from onformal invariane (implying that any instanton an be resaledto arbitrarily small size) needs to be resolved. The proposed resolution [89, 20℄ is tointrodue a �nite nonloality into the theory, via nonommutative geometry.Following [89℄, modifyMN;k to de�ne a smooth manifold ~MN;k by0B�[X;Xy℄ + [Y; Y y℄ + ZyZ �W yW = �2IdN�N[X; Y ℄ + ZyW = 0 1CA =U(N) : (5.3)The onial singularity at the origin has been blown up to a sphere of radius �. Thismodi�ed moduli spae works in the ADHM onstrution when we replae R4 with itsnonommutative version. De�ning z1 = x1+ ix2 and z2 = x3+ ix4, we postulate that104



these oordinates do not ommute:[z1; �z1℄ = [z2; �z2℄ = ��22 : (5.4)The ADHM onstrution now follows. Thus, ~MN;k parameterizes the spae of in-stantons, but in the U(k) gauge theory on nonommutative R4. This is an interestingexample of using a nonommutative deformation of a theory at as a regulator, inthis ase introduing a sale into the theory.The simplest nontrivial setor of this M(atrix)-model is the setor with longi-tudinal light-one momentum pk = 2=Rk, where Rk is the radius of the light-likediretion. It desribes the sattering of two massless partiles, orresponding to thetensor multiplet, eah with longitudinal, light-one, momentum of pk = 1=Rk. This issimilar to the alulations of sattering of gravitons and their supersymmetri part-ners [45, 90, 112℄ in the M(atrix)-model of 10+1D M-theory. The M(atrix)-modelfor the nonommutative tensor multiplet with pk = 2=Rk is desribed by quantummehanis on a blown-up A1-singularity. In this hapter we will study this quantummehanis and alulate the low energy sattering, in the quantum mehanis.The organization is as follows. In setion 5.2 we desribe the leading order low-energy limit of the nonommutative �ve-brane theory. That is our motivation forstudying the quantum mehanis on a blown-up A1 singularity. In setion 5.3 wedesribe it in detail. In subsetion 5.3.3 we alulate the s-wave sattering amplitude.In setion 5.4, we present the alulation for sattering of two salar partiles in�eld-theory, up to order O(�)2.
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5.2 Motivation: nonommutative �ve-braneOne motivation for studying the QM on the blown-up A1-singularity is that it is theM(atrix)-model for the nonommutative deformation of a free 5+1D tensor-multiplet.We will now desribe this theory at lowest order in the \nonommutativity."5.2.1 Free �ve-braneA single �ve-brane is desribed, at low-energies, by a free tensor multiplet ofN = (2; 0)supersymmetry. The bosoni �elds are 5 free salars, �I (I = 1 : : : 5) and a 3-formtensor �eld-strength Hijk with equations of motion:Hijk = �16�ijklmnH lmn; �[lHijk℄ = 0 : (5.5)Here, indies are lowered and raised with the metri:�mndxmdxn = �dx20 + dx21 + dx22 + dx23 + dx24 + dx25 ; (5.6)and the anti-symmetri �-symbol is normalized suh that: �012345 = +1. In partiular,we have: H012 = H345. The notation [ij : : : k℄ means omplete anti-symmetrization.Thus: T[i1:::in℄ � 1n! X�2Sn(�)�Ti�(1):::i�(n):The normalization is suh that on 3-yles:Z Hijkdxidxjdxk 2 2�Z : (5.7)
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Later on, we will need the propagator:hHijk(x)Hlmn(y)i = Z d6p(2�)6 eip(x�y)Gijk;lmn(p) : (5.8)We alulate it by adding a self-dual part to Hijk and writing it as Hijk = 3�[iBjk℄with the ation (see for instane [52℄ for details):� 124� Z HijkH ijkd6x : (5.9)We then keep only the anti-self-dual part of the propagator. The result is:Gijk;lmn(p) = 18�p2 + i��rl�sm�tn �p[ip[rÆsjÆt℄k℄ � 16�ijk�[stpr℄�+�2 ��ijklmn � 6Æ[r[i ÆsjÆt℄k℄�lr�ms�nt� : (5.10)5.2.2 The interating theoryThe interating theory is desribed by interations Lint(�) that depend on a onstantanti-self-dual 3-form �ijk. It satis�es:�ijk = �16�ijklmn�lmn : (5.11)Lint involves the �elds �I, Hijk, the fermions and their derivatives.To �rst order in �, the interations an be desribed by a self-dual dimension-9operator, Oijk, in the free theory. The interation is ÆL = �ijkOijk.The bosoni part of the interation turns out to be:ÆL = 196��ijkHijlHmnlHmnk + 14�iklHjkl�i�I�j�I +O(�)2 : (5.12)107



Here, H should not be onfused with the ritial asymptoti value of the tensor �eld-strength on the �ve-brane in the onstrution of the theory from M-theory. The �eldH is utuating and is assumed to go to zero at in�nity.At order O(�)2, the salar �elds have a quarti interation:��2 �kn�ijk�lmn�i�I�j�J�l�I�m�J : (5.13)These terms an be determined by dimensional redution, as we will now explain.5.2.3 Dimensional redution to (4+1)DIf we ompatify on S1 of irumferene 2�R, the dimensional redution to (4+1)Dproeeds aording to:F�� = 2�RH��5; ��� = ���5; g2 = 4�2R; �I = (2�)3=2R�I : (5.14)To �rst order in �, the 4+1D ation is [81, 54℄:L4+1D = 12g2���I���I + 14g2F��F ��+ 12g2 ���F��F ��F�� � 12g2 ���F��F ��F��+ 1g2 ���F�����I���I � 14g2���F�����I���I : (5.15)Assuming that supersymmetry protets the leading interations from loop-orretions,we an obtain (5.12)-(5.13) by requiring that dimensional redution should produethe latter orretions in 4+1D SYM.
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5.3 QM on a blown-up A1 singularityIn this setion we will desribe in detail the quantum mehanis on the target spae{ the blown up A1-singularity. The quantum mehanis has N = 8 supersymmetryand this is related to the hyper-K�ahler struture on the target spae. For a generidesription of QM on hyper-K�ahler manifolds, see [75℄.5.3.1 The geometryAs desribed in the �rst setion, the M(atrix)-model of k oinident �ve-branes in thesetor with longitudinal momentum pk = N is postulated [4, 89, 20℄ to be desribedby quantum mehanis on the manifoldMN;k de�ned by0B�[X;Xy℄ + [Y; Y y℄ + ZyZ �W yW = �2IdN�N[X; Y ℄ + ZyW = 0 1CA =U(N) ; (5.16)where the group U(N) ats on the N�N omplex matriesX and Y and on the k�Nomplex matries Z andW in the natural way. For any N and k, the trae of matriesX and Y is a at four-dimensional spae R4 and so we an writeMN;k = R4� ~MN;k.This at four-dimensional part orresponds to the enter-of-mass oordinates. Westudy a single �ve-brane, k = 1, and N = 2. The manifold ~MN=2;k=1 � M is theblown-up A1 singularity. It must be the same as ~MN=1;k=2, as an be on�rmedexpliitly. The metri is easier to obtain in the seond ase, for k = 2; N = 1, whenM an be embedded in C 4 asTr �AyA�i� = �2Æ3i A � ei�A ; (5.17)where A is a 2� 2 omplex matrix and �i are the Pauli matries.109



These onditions (ignoring the U(1) quotient for now) an be satis�ed by param-eterizing A as follows A = �ei�g0B�osh r 00 sinh r1CA ; (5.18)where g is an arbitrary element of SU(2), and �, r and � are real. The indued metrion this �ve-(real)dimensional manifold is given byTr �dAydA��2 = osh(2r) �dr2 + 12Tr(dgydg)�+ 1osh(2r) �(1 0)dgyg�10��2+ osh(2r) �d�+ iosh(2r)(1 0)dgyg�10��2 : (5.19)To obtain the U(1) quotient, we must hoose a funtion �(r; g) suh that the distanebetween (r; g; �(r; g)) and (r + dr; g + dg; �(r + dr; g + dg)) is minimized. This or-responds to hoosing �(r; g) in suh a way that the last term in the above equationvanishes. Thus, the metri onM is simplyds2jM�2 = osh(2r) �dr2 + 12Tr(dgydg)�+ 1osh(2r) �(10)dgyg�10��2 : (5.20)It is apparent from equation (5.17) thatM is invariant under SU(2) ating on Aon the left and under U(1) ating on the right. g an be parametrized by three angles�, � and � in suh a way as to make these symmetries expliitg = 0B�os(�=2)ei(���)=2 � sin(�=2)ei(����)=2sin(�=2)ei(�+�)=2 os(�=2)ei(��+�)=2 1CA : (5.21)� runs from 0 to �, and � and � run from 0 to 2�. With this parametrization we �nd110



that the metri beomesds2 = �2( osh(2r)dr2 + osh(2r)4 (d�2 + sin2 �d�2) (5.22)+ osh2(2r)� 14 osh(2r) (d�� os �d�)2) :It will be onvenient to make the hange of variables osh(2r) = R2 (R runs from 1to 1)ds2 = �2� R4R4 � 1dR2 + R24 (d�2 + sin2 �d�2) + R4 � 14R2 (d�� os �d�)2� : (5.23)It is apparent that, for large R,M approahes at spae, namely R4=Z2. This is themetri for the blown-up A1 singularity.For later referene, let us here reord that the salar Laplaian is52 = ��2( 1R3�R�R4 � 1R �R�+ 4R2 � 1sin ��� (sin ���) + 1sin2 � ��2� + �2� + 2 os �������+ 4R2(R4 � 1)�2�) ; (5.24)and that it is fully separable.It is known that the manifoldM is a hyper-K�ahler manifold, a fat ruial to theexistene of N = 8 supersymmetri QM. An expliit hyper-K�ahler struture forMwill now be given.
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The following a � (R4 � 1)1=4 sin �2 exp� i2(�+ �)�b � (R4 � 1)1=4 os �2 exp� i2(�� �)� (5.25)are good omplex oordinates forM. In these oordinates, the metri isga�a = g�aa = (a�a+ b�b)3 + b�b(a�a+ b�b)2p(a�a + b�b)2 + 1gb�b = g�bb = (a�a + b�b)3 + a�a(a�a+ b�b)2p(a�a + b�b)2 + 1ga�b = g�ba = � �ab(a�a + b�b)2p(a�a+ b�b)2 + 1gb�a = g�ab = � a�b(a�a + b�b)2p(a�a+ b�b)2 + 1 ; (5.26)whih is learly Hermitian and easily on�rmed to be K�ahler, with a K�ahler potentialK = X � tan�1X where X =q(a�a+ b�b)2 + 1 : (5.27)Also, the determinant is g = 1, so M is Rii-at, sine Ri�j = ��i�j ln det(g). TheK�ahler form, 
1, is as usual (
1)i�j = �(
1)�ji = igi�j. We have 2 more K�ahler forms 
2and 
3, satisfying the hyper-K�ahler ondition g�(
a)��(
b)Æ = �ab(
)�Æ + Æabg�Æ,where � = i; �j. Expliitly, these are (written in the omplex oordinates (a; b; �a;�b))
(
2)�� = 0BBBBBBB� 0 i 0 0�i 0 0 00 0 0 �i0 0 i 0

1CCCCCCCA (
3)�� = 0BBBBBBB� 0 1 0 0�1 0 0 00 0 0 10 0 �1 0
1CCCCCCCA : (5.28)
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Later, we will need a omplex struture de�ned as usual by(
2)�� = �g�J� : (5.29)5.3.2 QuantizationThe onstrution of the N = 8 supersymmetri algebra and its representation in aoordinate basis presented in this setion is general to any 2-(omplex)dimensionalhyper-K�ahler manifold. We will �rst onstrut the N = 4 supersymmetri quantumalgebra, following a proedure similar to that in [42℄, and then extent the supersym-metry to N = 8.The Lagrangian is obtained by dimensionally reduing the d=4, N = 1 hiralsupergravity Lagrangian in at spae [117℄. Sine after dimensional redution theoriginal SO(3,1) spinor indies lose their meaning, we will use SU(2) spinors, makingno distintion between dotted and undotted spinor indies. Writing SU(2) spinors onthe right and SO(3,1) spinors on the left (using the spinor onventions in [117℄) wede�ne �� � �� ; ��� � ��� _� = ��0 _�� �� _� : (5.30)The spinor produts an be de�ned in our onventions as � � ��� ��� =  ���� � � ��� � ��� = � ��� (5.31)� �� � ��� � � ��� = � � ��� :
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Notie that this implies that (��)y = ��� and (��)y = ���� whih in turn gives(��)y = ����� (����)y = ��� (���)y = ��� : (5.32)Finally, following [117℄, �12 = ��12 = 1.In this notation, the dimensionally redued Lagrangian isL = gi�j _zi _�z�j � igi�j ���j(Dt�i)� 14Ri�jk�l(�i�k)(���j ���l)� gi�j _zi _�z�j � i2gi�j ���j(Dt�i) + i2gi�j(Dt ���j)�i � 14Ri�jk�l(�i�k)(���j ���l) : (5.33)where Dt�i = _�+�iab�a _zb and the two forms of the Lagrangian di�er only by a totaltime derivative. We will use the seond form, whih is real.The onjugate momenta arePi � �L�zi = gi�j _�z�j � i2�kgi�j ���j�k�P�j � �L��z�j = gi�j _zi + i2��lgi�j ���l�i�i� � �L��i� = � i2gi�j ���j����j� � �L� ���j� = + i2gi�j�i� ; (5.34)and their anonial Poisson brakets arefzk; Pig = Æik f�z�j; �P�lg = Æ�j�lf�i�; �k�g = �ÆikÆ�� f���j�; ���l�g = �Æ�j�l Æ�� : (5.35)
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This system possesses fermioni onstraints of the seond kind��i � ��i + i2gi�j ���j� = 0 ���j� � ���j� � i2gi�j�i� = 0 ; (5.36)whose Poisson braket is f��i ; ���j�g = �igi�jÆ�� : (5.37)Following standard proedure [28℄, we de�ne the Dira braketsfÆ; ÆgD � fÆ; Æg � fÆ; ��i g 1f��i ; ���j�gf���j�; Æg � fÆ; ���j�g 1f���j�; ��i gf��i ; Æg : (5.38)Canonial quantization proeeds by substituting fÆ; ÆgD ! �i[Æ; Æ℄ or �ifÆ; Æg, asappropriate. Evaluating the Dira brakets for all quantities, we obtain the followingalgebra [zk; Pi℄ = iÆki [�z�l; �P�j℄ = iÆ�l�j f�i�; ���j�g = gi�jÆ�� : (5.39)The ommutators of zi and �z�j with the fermions �i� and ���j� vanish. De�neKi � i2�kgi�j ���j��k� �K�j � � i2��lgi�j ���l��i� : (5.40)The ommutation relationships of Pk and �Pj alone are not as relevant to what willfollow as the ommutation relationships involving P + K and �P + �K. With somework, it an be shown that[(P +K)k; �i�℄ = i�ika�a� [(P +K)k; ���j�℄ = 0[( �P + �K)�l; �i�℄ = 0 [( �P + �K)�l; ���j�℄ = i���j�l�b ���b� (5.41)
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and that [(P +K)i; (P +K)k℄ = [( �P + �K)�j; ( �P + �K)�l℄ = 0 (5.42)[(P +K)i; ( �P + �K)�j℄ = �Ri�ja�b�a ���b :The (lassial) Hamiltonian obtained by the standard proedure isH = gi�j(P +K)i( �P + �K)�j + 14Ri�ja�b(�i�a)(���j ���b) (5.43)Sine Ra�b = gi�jRi�ja�b = 0, there are no ordering ambiguities and thus (5.43) an besimply taken to be the quantum Hamiltonian. A very important yli identity forthe fermioni oordinates is that��( �) +  �(��) + ��(� ) = 0 : (5.44)This identity must be used with are for the quantum fermioni oordinates, sinethey have non-trivial anti-ommutation relationships. Nevertheless, the Hamiltonianan be rewritten asH = gi�j(p+K)i(�p+ �K)�j � 12Ri�ja�b(�i ���j)(�a ���b) : (5.45)The (lassial) supersymmetry transformations are given by [117℄Æ�zi = ��i Æ��i� = �i��� _zi � �ijk(��j)�k� : (5.46)With some work, the N�oether urrent an be alulated for the real form of the
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Lagrangian (5.33) to be JSUSY = gi�j _�z�j��i � gi�j _zi �� ���j : (5.47)The minus sign is related to the minus sign in equation (5.32). De�ning the SUSYgenerators through JSUSY = Q��� + �Q� ��� we obtain thatQ� = gi�j _�z�j�i� = (P +K)i�i� �Q� = gi�j _zi �� ���j = ( �P + �K)�j ���j� : (5.48)There are no ordering ambiguities when interpreting these as quantum operators.It is now a matter of another areful omputation to on�rm that the Q's satisfythe SUSY algebrafQ�; Q�g = f �Q�; �Q�g = 0 fQ�; �Q�g = Æ��H : (5.49)We must represent this algebra in a oordinate basis. There are 4 fermionioordinates and thus the Hilbert spae an be written as a 24 = 16-dimensionalvetor of omplex funtions of z and �z. Equation (5.39) suggests that we assoiatePi with �i�i and �P�j with �i��j . Naively, this would disagree with (5.41) and (5.43).We need to pay attention to how these partial derivatives at on the fermioni basis.Let us begin by notiing that[(P +K)k; ���j ℄ = [(P +K)k; ���j�℄ = 0 f���l ; ���j�g = Æ�j�l Æ�� : (5.50)and [( �P + �K)�l; �i�℄ = [( �P + �K)�l; ���i ℄ = 0 f�i�; ��k�g = ÆikÆ�� : (5.51)117



De�ne j#i by ���j�j#i = ��i�j#i = 0. It is onsistent with all ommutation relationshipsto write that (P + K)i[f(z; �z)j #i℄ = (�i�if(z; �z))j #i and ( �P + �K)�j[f(z; �z)j #i℄ =�i��jf(z; �z)j #i. From the no-fermions state j #i we an onstrut the one-fermionstate in two ways: using �i� or ���j . Let j�i�i � �i�j#i and j���j i � ���j j#i = gi�j�i�j#i.It an be then heked by an expliit alulation that the following is onsistent withall ommutation relationships(P +K)i[f�j�(z; �z)j���j i℄ = (�i�if�j�(z; �z))j���j i( �P + �K)�j[fi�(z; �z)j�i�i℄ = (�i��jfi�(z; �z))j�i�i : (5.52)Thus, one should think of j#i as being independent of both z and �z, of �i� and ���i asbeing holomorphi funtions and ���j and ���j� as being antiholomorphi funtions.We an ontinue this proedure by de�ning two, three and four-fermion statesj��i, j���i and j����i, and heking eah time that the ommutation relationshipswork. The omputation is made easier if one noties that the four-fermion statej����i is the same as j "i de�ned by ���j j "i = �i�j "i = 0 and that j���i an bewritten as j��i � ��j "i. With this expliit onstrution, we an write the energyeigenvalue equation Hji = Eji as a di�erential equation. Notie that H ommuteswith the fermion number operator �i ��i and so we an write di�erent di�erentialequations for eah fermion number. For the no-fermions state, f j #i, Hji = Eji anbe written as �gi�j�i��jf(z; �z) = Ef(z; �z) : (5.53)For the one-fermion states, fi�(z; �z)j�i�i, the equation is�gk�j�k��jfi� + gk�j�aik��jfa� = Efi� : (5.54)
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And, �nally, for the two-fermion states, fnm��(z; �z)j�n��m�i, we obtain�gk�j�k��jfnm�� + gk�j(�ank��jfam�� + �amk��jfna��)� Rn�bm �dga�bg �dfa��= Efnm�� : (5.55)The equations for three- and four-fermion states an be obtained by analogy to (5.54)and (5.53).Given the tensor J de�ned in equation (5.29), we obtain four more supersymmetrygenerators S� � ( �P + �K)�jJ�ji�i� �S� � (P +K)iJ i�j ���j� : (5.56)These an be on�rmed to satisfy N = 8 SUSY algebra, namelyfQ�; �Q�g = fS�; S�g = Æ��H (5.57)and fQ�; �S�g = fS�; �Q�g = fQ�; Q�g = fS�; Q�g =fS�; S�g = f �Q�; �Q�g = f �S�; �Q�g = f �S�; �S�g = 0 : (5.58)In proving the above relationships, we need to use the properties of J : the metri ishermitian, J is ovariantly onstant and the Nijenhuis tensor, N (J), vanishes.5.3.3 SatteringConsider the simplest sattering question - s-wave sattering of one of the salarpartiles in the low energy regime. This is desribed by equation (5.53), �r2f = Ef .The Laplaian was given in equation (5.24). For s-wave sattering, f = f(R) and the119



di�erential equation to be solved is� 1R3�R �R4 � 1R �Rf(R)� = �2Ef(R) : (5.59)Let y4 = �2E � 1 and de�ne x = yR. We an then rewrite (5.59) as� 1x3�x�x4 � y4x �xf(x)� = y2f(x) : (5.60)For x � 1=y we an treat the RHS of equation (5.60) as a small perturbation.Keeping the solution �nite at x=y, we obtain a solution as an expansion in y1� 18x2y2 + 1192x4y4 � 19216x6y6 + o(y8) : (5.61)For x� y, rewrite (5.60) as� 1x3�x �x3�xf(x)�� y2f(x) = �y4 1x3�x�1x�xf(x)� : (5.62)The RHS is again a small perturbation. The solution with the RHS set to zero is theasymptoti solution at in�nity 2y J1(yx) + aY1(yx)x (5.63)(the fator (2=y) is for onveniene only). We need to obtain the lowest order orre-tion due to the RHS, whih is �y6=24x2. The expansion in y is thus1� 18x2y2 + 1192x4y4 � � 19216x6 + 124x2� y6 + o(y8)� 4a�y2x2 + ::: (5.64)Sine the region of validity of the two expansions (5.61) and (5.64) in y overlaps for120



x � 1, they should math. We need to anel the x�2 terms in expansion (5.64), andthus a = ��y896 = ���4E296 : (5.65)5.3.4 The SO(5) symmetry and two-partile statesThe tensor multiplet on the �ve-brane ontains 5 real salars with an SO(5) symme-try. This symmetry should somehow be visible in the M(atrix)-model we have justonstruted. In this setion we will �nd the SO(5) symmetry whih ommutes withthe Hamiltonian and onstrut a real �ve-dimensional representation of it.The SO(5) symmetry we are looking for ontains the SO(3)
 symmetry atingnaturally on the three K�ahler forms 
i's, as well as the SU(2) = SO(3)f symmetryating on the fermioni indies. Sine the SO(5) symmetry is onneted to the salars,it should at non-trivially on the states f j #i, f j "i and j�n��m�i. Let us see whatis the ation of the SO(3)
 symmetry on the fermion vauum states. For example,onsider using 
1 + �
2 instead of 
1 to de�ne the omplex oordinates (zi; �z�j). Therequired hange of oordinates isdzi ! dzi + �gi�j(
2)�j�kd�z�k d�z�i ! d�z�i + �g�ij(
2)jkdzk : (5.66)This being just a hange of variables, we know how it will at on the fermionivariables �i��i� ! �i� + �gi�j(
2)�j�k ���k� ���i� ! ���i� + �g�ij(
2)jk�k� : (5.67)
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The new ��'s must annihilate the new vauum, and so we infer thatj#i ! j#i � 12�(
2)ij ��i1�j1 + �i2�j2� j#i : (5.68)where 1; 2 are onrete fermioni indies. Similarly, we obtain the ation on j"ij"i ! j"i � 12�(
2)�i�j ����i1 ���j1 + ���i2 ���j2� j"i ; (5.69)whih an be rewritten asj"i ! j"i � 12�(
2)ij ��i1�j1 + �i2�j2� j#i ; (5.70)if we de�ne that j"i � �11�21�12�22j#i : (5.71)We also need(
2)ij ��i1�j1 + �i2�j2� j#i ! (
2)ij ��i1�j1 + �i2�j2� j#i+ 4� (j"i+ j#i) : (5.72)Repeating this alulation for the hange of oordinates generated by using 
1 + �
3instead of 
1,we obtain that the following three states form a basis for a real threedimensional representation of SO(3)
 1p2 (j"i+ j#i)12p2(
2)ij ��i1�j1 + �i2�j2� j#iip2 (j#i � j"i) : (5.73)The �rst and third states are singlets under SO(3)f , but the seond one is not - it122



is part of a triplet. Filling in the triplet gives us the omplete basis for the SO(5)representation we were afterj�0i � 1p2 (j"i+ j#i)j�1i � i2p2(
2)ij ��i1�j1 � �i2�j2� j#ij�2i � 12p2(
2)ij ��i1�j1 + �i2�j2� j#ij�3i � �i2p2(
2)ij ��i1�j2 + �i2�j1� j#ij�4i � ip2 (j#i � j"i) : (5.74)By onstrution the SO(5) transformations must ommute with the Hamiltonian.This manifests itself in the fat thatH �fi(z; �z)j�ii� = ��r2fi(z; �z)� j�ii ; (5.75)as an be heked expliitly. All �ve of the salars have the same equation of motion.We now know whih of the 6 two-fermion states j��i orrespond to salars and whihto the 3-form �eld. The later is represented by the singlet states under SO(3)f , namelyby fij���j�i��j�i where fij = fji has three independent omponents as needed.5.3.5 Relation to the M(atrix)-modelThe alulation that we performed should be ompared with the O(�)2 satteringin the M(atrix)-model of the nonommutative tensor multiplet. We will not performthe omparison in detail here, but only sketh the general piture. For the satteringof two massless partiles, there are 4 Feynman diagrams that ontribute at O(�)2.One is from the quarti vertex (5.13) and the other ontributions are from the tree123



diagrams (the s; t; u hannels) with two ubi ��H verties as in (5.12) and an [HH℄propagator.Let us see what does this all mean for sattering of two salar partiles on the �ve-brane. Let the fermioni oordinates orresponding to the enter-of-mass oordinatesbe denoted by  i� , and those orresponding to the individual partiles be Ai� =(�i� +  i�)=2 and Bi� = (�i� �  i�)=2. Sine for sattering we are only interestedin asymptoti states, we an assume that everything happens on a at manifold.Now, a state of two idential salars A and B is just j�0iAj�0iB where we hose aspei� diretion under the SO(5). This an be rewritten in terms of the separatedoordinates � and �j�0iAj�0iB = 12 [j#iAj#iB + j"iAj"iB + (j#iAj"iB + j#iAj"iB)℄= 12 (j#i�j#i� + j"i�j"i�) +X ji�jsalari� (5.76)+ X ji�j3-formi� :Choosing another-two partile state, we obtainj�4iAj�4iB = �12 [j#iAj#iB + j"iAj"iB � (j#iAj"iB + j#iAj"iB)℄= �12 (j#i�j#i� + j"i�j"i�) +X ji�jsalari� (5.77)+ X ji�j3-formi� :Thus, the sattering matrix for  I I !  J J will have a formAh�4j Bh�4j S j�0iA j�0iB = �12�1 + �2 + �3 (5.78)
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and that for  I I !  I I will beAh�4j Bh�4j S j�0iA j�0iB = 12�1 + �2 + �3 ; (5.79)where �1 = �h# jSj#i� = �h" jSj"i��2 = �X �hsalarj�S �X jsalari���3 = �X �h3-formj�S �X j3-formi�� ; (5.80)and where we have ignored the (trivial) evolution of the enter-of-mass oordinates.The answers are as we would expet: the di�erene (equal to �1) between thematrix element for  I I !  I I and for  I I !  J J arises to the lowest orderin the e�etive theory from the extra four-salar vertex  I I J J whih is zero forI = J . The other two piees, �2 and �3 will have di�erent momentum behavior, asan be seen in an expliit Feynman diagram omputation.It is interesting to see what happens in the approximation of a large impatparameter. From the M(atrix)-model we expet a fore that behaves as v2=r4 wherer is the distane between the partiles and v is the relative transverse veloity. Inthe large impat parameter approximation, the t-hannel dominates. From (5.10) wesee that the H-propagator behaves as 1r4 when there is no longitudinal momentumtransfer. The two ��H verties should ontribute a v2.5.4 Sattering in the �eld theoryIn this setion we will desribe how to alulate the sattering in �eld theory. Letus onsider the sattering of two salars to lowest nontrivial order. There are two125



ontributions. One from the O(�)2 quarti vertex and one from a tree diagram withan H-�eld exhanged. Let us onsider the amplitudeAI1I2I3I4(p1; p2; p3; p4) ; (5.81)with p1 + p2 = p3 + p4.The amplitude is a sum of s; t; u hannels and a quarti vertex:A = At + Au + As + Aq : (5.82)
���� ����I1; p1 I2; p2I3; p3 I4; p4 �������� PPPPPP ��I1; p1 I2; p2I3; p3 I4; p4 �� ���� ��

I1; p1 I2; p2
I3; p3 I4; p4 ��������I1; p1 I2; p2I3; p3 I4; p4

5.4.1 The Feynman rulesThe Feynman rules are as follows.
Hijk Hlmnp 36�p2+i��rl�sm�tn �p[ip[rÆsjÆt℄k℄ � 16pu�ijku[stpr℄�+�2 ��ijklmn � 6Æ[r[i ÆsjÆt℄k℄�lr�ms�nt�

�����I�IHijk p2p1 �l[ij(p2)k℄(p1)l +�l[ij(p1)k℄(p2)l
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The propagator is:hHijk(p)Hlmn(�p0)i = 36�p2 + i��rl�sm�tn�p[ip[rÆsjÆt℄k℄ � 16pu�ijku[stpr℄� Æ(6)(p� p0)+�2 ��ijklmn � 6Æ[r[i ÆsjÆt℄k℄�lr�ms�nt� Æ(6)(p� p0) : (5.83)The ubi vertex is:�ijkI1I2(p1; p2) = 196�ÆI1I2�l[ij(p2)k℄(p1)l + 196�ÆI1I2�l[ij(p1)k℄(p2)l : (5.84)In terms of p � p1 + p2 and q � p1 � p2, we an write this as:�ijkI1I2(p; q) = 1192�ÆI1I2�l[ijpk℄pl + 1192�ÆI1I2�l[ijqk℄ql : (5.85)The quarti interation is:Aq = �pq�klp�ijqp1kp2ip3lp4j(ÆI1I4ÆI2I3 � ÆI1I2ÆI3I4)+�pq�klp�ijqp1kp2ip3jp4l(ÆI1I3ÆI2I4 � ÆI1I2ÆI3I4)+�pq�klp�ijqp1kp2lp3ip4j(ÆI1I4ÆI2I3 � ÆI1I3ÆI2I4) : (5.86)Let us de�ne: p � p1 + p2; q � p1 � p2; r � p3 � p4 : (5.87)We have: p2 = �q2 = �r2; p � q = p � r = 0 : (5.88)
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We get As = A0sÆI1I2ÆI3I4 withA0s = +�2 �f�ab�defparbpdre + �4 �f�ab�defpaqbpdqe+�4 p2�be�f�ab�defpapd � �16rlql�be�f�ab�defqard+ �2p2�ab�defpaqbrpdqerf + �2p2 qlrl�f�ab�defpaqbpdre : (5.89)The t-hannel is given by the same expression (5.89) withp = p3 � p1; q = p3 + p1; r = p4 + p2 ; (5.90)and the u-hannel is given by (5.89) with:p = p4 � p1; q = p4 + p1; r = p3 + p2 : (5.91)5.4.2 Large impat parametersThe approximation of large impat parameter orresponds to t � s; u. In this asethe t-hannel amplitude dominates. We an Fourier transform to obtain a fore thatbehaves, at large distanes, like v2r4 . The H-propagator indeed generates a fore thatbehaves as 1r4 (beause it is a harmoni funtion only in the transverse diretions).
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In this approximation with keep only the t-hannel and we set:p1 = (~v � 12~p; Rk2 (~v � 12~p)2; 1Rk );p2 = (�~v + 12~p; Rk2 (~v � 12~p)2; 1Rk );p3 = (~v + 12~p; Rk2 (~v + 12~p)2; 1Rk );p4 = (�~v � 12~p; Rk2 (~v + 12~p)2; 1Rk ):The notation is: pi = (~pi; pi�; pi+) ; p2i = ~p2i � 2pi�pi+ : (5.92)and Rk is the radius of the light-like diretion of M(atrix)-theory. We set:p = (~p; Rk(~v � ~p); 0);q = (2~v; Rk(~v2 + 14~p2); 2Rk );r = (�2~v; Rk(~v2 + 14~p2); 2Rk ) ; (5.93)and assume that j~pj � j~vj.Following [4, 89, 20℄, we set the nonzero omponents of � to be �ab+ � �ab, witha; b = 1 : : : 4 and � is anti-self-dual on R4 . We �nd that the amplitude is proportionalto: A / 32�R2kp2 �abpavb�depdve + 6�R2kp2~v2�f�a�dfpapd : (5.94)After a Fourier transform with respet to ~p, this indeed produes a fore that isproportional to v2=r4.
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